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ASSIGNMNTS OF ERROR
1. The Trial Court erred in finding that, under Virginia law, the grant of coal rights
does not include coalbed methane ('tCBMft) absent an express grant

of CBM.

11. The Trial Court erred in failing to adopt the plain and common meaning of the

term "coal" in the 19th century as presented in the defendanfs uncontested
evidence of such definitions that describe coal as a heterogeneous substance that
includes gas, a meaning that was also supported by the defendant's uncontested
evidence of

the curent meaning of

the term ftcoal" as a generic term with

constituent pars that vary greatly.
IlL In the alternative, the Trial Court erred in failing to acknowledge the ambiguity in

the term "coal" contained in the severance deeds at issue in this case, finding
instead that the term unambiguously did not include CBM.
IV. The Trial Cour considered evidence outside the record on the issueofthe
meaning of

the term "coallt as used in the 19th century.

V. Having failed to either find ambiguity in the severance deeds or to adopt the
common meaning of

the term "coal" as used in the 19th centur and as supported

by current expert testimony, the Trial Court erred in failing to apply the proper
rules of construction that should be applied to the severance deeds, finding instead
that the grantors retained an interest in CBM when they could not beneficially use
. or enjoy the estate without trespassing on the coal owner's estate; and the coal
owner could not beneficially use or enjoy the coal estate without trespassing on
the grantor in the CBM. To do so, the Trial
the purportedly retained estate of
the coal owner to release
Cour erroneously relies on a ltcommon law" right of
CBM in connection with its coal operations.

VI. The Trial Cour erred in adopting a simplistic constrction of the severance deeds
finding that the grantors on these severance deeds intended only to convey the
solid core of the coal and none of its associated volatile components such as
CBM. Specifically, the Trial Court held that "the only finding that would allow
the Cour to rule in favor of the coal owners is that the CBM is a constituent of the
Virginia on
coal itself." In doing so, the Trial Court disregarded the law of
mineral rights, that mineral estates may include non-specified elements when
those elements are substantially connected with or integrally a par of the granted
estate. Here, CBM is substantially connected with coal and an integral par of the
in situ coaL.

VII. The Trial Court erred in constring the severance deeds to find that the grantors
retained an interest in CBM when the grantors could not beneficially use or enjoy
the estate without trespassing on the coal owner's estate; and the coal owner could
not beneficially use or enjoy the coal estate without trespassing on the purportedly
retained estate of the grantor in the CBM.

STATEMENT OF CASE
Ths case involves a significant question of first impression in Virgina: Where a surface
owner or his predecessor in title has conveyed all coal in and under his propert, has title to the
this issue

coalbed methane (CBM) passed to the coal owner along with the coal? The resolution of

is long over-due in Virginia, as CBM has been commercially produced for over a decade, durng
which time ths question has remained unanwered and caused millons of dollars in royalties to be

escrowed. In passing the 1990 Virgiiùa Oil and Gas Act, Va. Code § 45.1-361.1, et seq., (the "1990
Act"), the General Assembly cleared the way for commercial production of CBM, but specifically
avoided answering this question of ownership, leaving it instead to future judicial determination.
The 1990 Act provides that, on tracts where the question of ownership remains unesolved, the
commercial production of

the CBM may proceed by forced pooling of

interests, but the royalties
the issue of ownership. Va. Code §

from such production must be escrowed pending a resolution of

45.1-361.22.

Harison-Wyatt, LLC ("Harison-Wyatt," "the defendant" or "coal owner"), the defendant
below, is the successor grantee of coal severance deeds from the 19th centu on three tracts of land
in Buchanan County, Virgiiùa (the "Mineral Tracts"). The plaintiffs below ("the plaintiffs" or

"other mineral owners") are the owners of the surace and all unsevered "other minerals" on
portions of

the Mineral Tracts. CBM has been produced from the Mineral Tracts, and the royalties

from that production have been escrowed pursuant to Virgiiùa Code § 45.1-361.22(4).
Buchanan County seeking

The plaintiffs fied a Motion for Judgment in the Circuit Court of

a declaratory judgment as to their claim of ownership to CBM produced from the coal seams below
the surface oftheIr propert, so as to allow them to receive the escrowed royalties and future

2

these tracts. (App.3-9)1 Harison-Wyatt

royalties from CBM production on their portions of

denied that the surace owners owned the CBM. (App. 16-18)
The case was presented in a two day bench tral on June 24-25, 2002, with The Honorable

the plaintiffs. The trial cour initially

Kear Wiliams presiding, with a subsequent ruling in favor of

set fort its ruling in a letter opinion dated August 29,2002. (App.23-30) That opinion was
subsequently modified by an opinion dated December 6,2002. (App.31-38) The tral cour held
that "a grant of coal right does not include title to the CBM absent an express grant of CBM, natual
gases, or minerals in general; and that the surface owner holds the right to the CBM once it has

separated from the coaL." (App.38) The tral cour limited the plaintiffs' rights, holdig that:
the surface owners' right to the CBM only extends to that .-

which has separated from the coaL. The Cour does not hold
that the surace owners have the right to frac the coal in order

to retrieve the CBM.

(App. 37, 41) The tral cour entered a final order on December 23,2002 (the "Final Order"),
finding in favor of

the plaintiffs, and adopting the findings set forth in its opinions. (App.39-42) In

the Final Order, the trial cour made it clear that, even though the plaintiffs' rights to the CBM
extends only to that which is separated from the coal, and even though the plaintiffs have no right to
enter the coal and retrieve the CBM, if

the coal owner removes the CBM from its coal, the plaintiffs

receive the compensation as owners of

the CBM. (App.41)

Harson- Wyatt noted an appeal to this Cour, and fied a Petition for AppeaL. By Order

dated June 3, 2003, ths Cour awarded Harson-Wyatt an appeaL.

i References to the Appendix wil be denoted "(App. ~."
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QUESTION PRESENTED
1. WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT ERRD IN FINDING THAT,
UNDER VIRGINIA LAW, THE GRANT OF COAL IN THE
19TH CENTURY SEVERANCE DEEDS UNAMBIGUOUSLY

Error I-VII).

DOES NUT INCLUDE CBM. (Assignments of

STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS
The land in question is designated as Mineral Tracts 18, 19 and 56. The severance deeds for

recorded on August 2, 1887. The coal severance languae from

Mineral Tracts 18 and 19 were

these

deeds conveys with general waranty "all the coal in, upon and underlying a certain tract or

parcel ofland. . . ." The severance deed for Tract 56 was executed on October 13, 1887, and

contained similar language. (App.47-56)
The coal on the Mineral Tracts is owned by Harison- Wyatt. It has been leased over the

years by Harson-Wyatt (or its predecessor entities) and coal has been mined since the 1960's.

(App. 395) Durng these years of coal production, CBM was known to be part of the coal, and it
was vented in order to mine the coal. (App. 404-5) By necessity and by legislation, the coal miners
have had to ventilate the CBM that is released by the mining activities.2 The dangers associated

with CBM, including underground explosions, presented safety concerns for the coal owner. (App.

231-2) Ventilation wells and large ventilation fans (1.6 millon cubic feet per minute) were used by
the coal miners to

evacuate

the CBM from the mining areas. (App. 181, 226, 405-6) The CBM was

simply discharged into the atmosphere for many years. (App. 231) Durng the coal mining on these
ths CBM by wells or by fans. _ (App. 424)

tracts, the plaintiffs never objected to the venting of

2 From 1966 until

1994, Chapter 5 of the Virginia Mine Safety Law of 1966 provided laws relating
to the ventilation of coal mines in Virginia. See Va. Code § 45.1-54 et. seq. These laws provided
ventilation and air quality in mining operations.
specific guidelines as to the maintaining of
4

In 1990, the General Assembly passed the 1990 Virginia Oil and Gas Act ("the It 1990 Actlt).

The 1990 Act specifically defined CBM as "occluded natual gas produced from coalbeds and rock

strata associated therewith." Va. Code § 45.1-361.1 (1990). Ths legislation created a strctue by
which CBM could be captued instead of discharged.

By lease dated Februar 14, 1990, Harson-Wyatt's predecessor (Landon R. Wyatt, Jr. and
Wales R. Harson, Jr., Tnistees), as coal owner, entered into a CBM lease with OXY USA, Inc. for

producing and marketing Itoccluded methane and aU associated natual gas and other hydrocarbons
normally produced or emitted from coal formation or seams and any related associated or adjacent

rock material," defined in the lease as "coalbed methane gas." (App.57) The acreage contained in
this lease included Tracts 18, 19 and 56, among others. (App. 88) As there was a conflict between
the plaintiff surace owners and the defendant regarding ownership of the CBM, the royalties on the
CBM produced from these tracts have been escrowed.
The trial of

definitions of

this case involved extensive evidence on the characteristics, origin, history and

"coal" as well as the production technques for coal and CBM, the relationship

between coal and CBM, and the history of ventilation of CBM in connection with the mining of
coaL.
1. The definition of "coallt in the 19th centur included CBM.

The severance deeds at issue were executed in the 1880's. Accqrdingly, in order to establish
the meaning of these 19th centu documents, the defendant introduced uncontested evidence of the

19th centu definitions of Itcoal," without objection, by expert testimony and publications from the
19th centu. The published definitions of "coallt from the time period describe coal as an

"amorphous substance of varable composition" which could therefore not be defined as a
crystallized or definite mineral could be. (App.337-38)
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These defintions noted that gases (now known as coalbed methane, but described as "marsh

gas" at the time) "are present in considerable quatity in coaL.." (App. 338) The American
Encyclopediafrom 18733 defined "coal" as:

a term now commonly used to denote all kinds of mineral fuel.. .at
the present time, when wood and charcoal are fast giving place to the
mieral vareties of fuel, the term coal is applied to that class of this
fuel in general use.. ..Under the term coal, we may therefore embrace
mineral fuel that wil ignte.and bum with flame or
all classes of
incandescent heat... .The combinations of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
and nitrogen with earhy impurties, to which the term mineral fuel
may be properly applied, are infte, ranging through all the grades

of coal, from the hard, dense anthracite to the asphaltic vareties, and

from the solidified petroleum to the gaseous naptha.
the time that:

(App. 130,338) The same American Encyclopedia confrms the understanding of

All kinds of coal var considerably both in mechancal structue and
chemical composition. ... The gradations of carbon, hydrogen, and
oxygen compounds, from almost the pure fixed carbon in anthracite,
through the more volatile bituinous varieties of coal, to the free
carbon and hydrogen of naptha, are infinte; and no formula can trly

express the relative proportions which limit these compounds to the
varous classes of coals, or as mineral fueL.
(App. 134)

The Encyclopedia Britannica of 18774 confirms the same understanding of coal:

Coal is an amorphous substace of varable composition and
therefore cannot be as strictly defined as a crystallized or definite
mineral can... .Coal is perfectly amorphous... .Gases, consisting
principally of light carburetted hydrogen or marsh gas are often
present in considerable quantity in coal, in a dissolved or occluded
these upon exposure to the air,
stàte, and the evolution of
especially when a sudden diminution of atmospheric pressure takes
place, constitutes one of the most formidable dangers that the coal
miner has to encounter.

3 iv THE AMERICAN ENCYCLOPEDIA: A POPULAR DICTIONARY OF GENERA KNOWLEDGE, 726

and Dana eds., 1873).
(Rpley
4 VI ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA 45 (9th ed. 1877).
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this CBM (ala

(App.92) The same work also describes in detail the proportionate content of

"marsh gas" or "fire damp") in varous types of coal, listing it along with elements of carbonic

acid, oxygen and nitrogen. (App. 119) The extent to which this CBM was released from the coal

during the mining process was a considerable concern to coal miners. ff Accordingly, 19th
century researchers tested coal to see the rate at which it could be expected to emit the CBM.
ad.) This research, presented in the evidentiar record in this case, found that, of the entire

volume of the CBM in the coal, "only one-third could be expelled at the temperature of boiling
water, and the whole quantity, amounting to 650 cubic feet per ton, was only to be driven out by

a heat of300 degrees Celsius." (Id.) However, notwithstanding the tenaciousness ofCBM, the
Encyclopedia further cautioned that "blowers" can exist in these coal seIDs and

the gases evolved from the sudden outbursts or blowers in coal,
which are often given off at considerable tension, are the most
dangerous enemy that the (coal miner) has to contend with. They
consist almost entirely of marsh gas, with only a small quantity of
carbonic acid, usually under 1 per cent, and from 1 to 4 per cent of
nitrogen.
(Id.) The same definitions and discussions are also repeated in the "Americanized" Encyclopedia
from 1892.5 (App. 167-68)

The plaintiffs offered no evidence to contest or rebut this documentar evidence or the

testimony that accompanied it through Harson-Wyatt's expert, Dr. Thomas Novak6.
2. Even under modern defintions, "coal" is a heterogeneous substace with many

inherent constituents, including CBM.

"Coal" is curently defined as a "generic term or a generalized designation for a

heterogeneous fossil fuel that contains varing amounts of fixed carbon, volatile matter and varous

5 II AMERICANIZED ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA 1642, 1647-8 (1892).
6 Dr. Novak, who has a Ph.D. in Mining Engineering, is a Professor and the head of

and Minerals Engineering Deparent at Virginia Tech. (App.334-35)
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the Mining

other constituents" such as water, ash, sulphur, and carbon dioxide. (App. 337,339,341) "Methane
is an inerent constituent of

the in situ (i.e., in place) coal, the same as moistue, ash, sulphur, etc.1t

(App. 253, 356-7) Methane is an extremely explosive gas. (App. 380) Accordingly, miners have
always had to contend with these dangers and find ways to safely ventilate the.gas from mining
areas. (App. 231-32, 358, 362)

CBM is actuly produced in the same natual process that results in coal (the

coalification

process), and it stays there in the coaL. (App. 352) A coal seam consists of a tremendous number of
small grains of coal, each one of

which contains a micropore strctue filled with small voids.

(App.347) To ilustrate the incredible surface area ofthis sponge-like substance, anecdota
reference was given at tral that each gram of coal has the surace area of tw or thee football

fields; this entire surace area is adsorbed? with methane. (App.347) Each ton of coal in the
Pocahontas 3 seam (the one at issue in this case) contains 600 cubic feet of CBM per ton of coaL.
(App.345) Ninety-eight per cent (98%) of

the CBM in a coal seam is actually adsorbed to the coal

itself. (App. 348)

3. The natue ofCBM and the maner in which it is stored in coal and then produced
differs substantially from conventional natual gas.
Unlike conventional natual gas, which is created in one location and then migrates to

another geological trap, coal is both the source and the reservoir for CBM. (App.352)

Conventional natual gas wells are drlled into a geological "trap" where the gas exists under
signficant pressure. (App.352) The natual pressure in the trap allows the conventional gas to

be

produced without supplemental energy. (l.) Other than drilling though the stone that creates ths
trap, no other action is tyically required in order to produce conventional natual gas. As to the
production ofthe CBM at issue here, testimony was presented from Claude Morgan, the Vice-

it means Itphysically attached

it to the micropore walls in the coal matrix. (App.348)

? "Adsorbed

8

President of Operations of CN Gas Company, a subsidiar of Consol Energy, the operator ofthis
field. (App.228-9) Mr. Morgan testified that, in contrast to conventional natual gas wells, in order
to induce

to produce the CBM, it is necessar to actully invade the coal seam itself

gas out of

the coaL. (App.237) If

the flow of

the

you drill into the coal seam without any active mining and

without any fractug of the coal, you are not able to produce the CBM in commercial quantities.

(App.238, 353) IIFracll or fracture wells are created by pumping water and sand or nitrogen foam

and sand into the coal seam at high pressure in order to fractue the coal and open cracks within the

coal in order to release enough gas to produce. (App.352-54) It is not uncommon to put as much
as 50,000 pounds of sand into one well in order to accomplish this objective. (App.355)
Once the coal seam is fractued, it still will not produce gas into a well until water is pumped
out of

the coal seam. Water (beginnng with a large amount and becoming less) must be pumped

from the coal seam in order to release the pressure on the coal and cause the fractued coal to release

its CBM. (App. 239) These frac wells are generally drilled in advance of mining. (M) Unlike
conventional gas production, CBM is produced almost at atmospheric pressure, so it requires
substatial compression. (App.244) Since it is not "free" gas (floating around in the reservoir),

CBM must actually be sucked from the coal seam. (App.374) Testimony at trial established that
these wells are not removing gas that has already been liberated from the coal seam. "It hasn't been
liberated from the coaL. You're sucking it out of

the coaL." (App.374)

Withn mine works, horizontal holes are often drlled into the coal seam to captue the
methane in advance of mining. These horizontal

holes also penetrate into the coal seam and extact

the gas from the seam in much the same maner as FRAC wells. (App. 257)
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Longwall ming8 causes the mined-out area behind the miner to collapse, thereby causing
the mined coal seam as well as the overlaying strata of coal and related strata to subside and
the seam and those seams above it,

fractue. Ths is a tremendously effective 'frac'turg of

releasing a substatial amount of CBM. (App. 365) Without a well to captue or vent the CBM
from both the mined coal and the coal above it, the CBM would migrte down towards the area of

low pressure created by the mining activity. (App. 240) The CBM wells used to captue ths gas

ming operation, and it is

are referred to as "GOB" wells. GOB wells are connected to the active

essential that all of

this CBM is evacuated from the mine area. (App.251) Any restrction on what

the GOB wen is producing forces gas back into the active minng area. (k) The overrding
concern with the operation of GOB wells is the safety of iiners. (l

The chemical content of CBM is different from conventional natural gas. CBM contains
96.6% methane, whereas conventional natual gas has a methane content of only 80-90%, and

usually contains higher hydrocarbons such as ethane, propane and butae. (App. 255-56, 356)

4. Historic treatment of CBM under legislation regarding natual gas in Virginia indicates
that CBM has never been considered to be par of the natural gas estate and gas
producers have been prevented from producing it.
Chapter 12 of the Virginia Mine SafetY Law of 1966 provided for oil and gas operations in

general and in relation to coal operations. Virginia Code § 45.1-122 (1966) (Repealed by Acts
1982, c. 347) specified that, in the event that gas wells were drilled penetrating one or more coal
8 Longwall mining is a process that involves tunnels that are drven alongside a large block of

coal that may be anywhere from 600 feet to 1000 feet wide. These tuels are driven along each

side of that block of coal, anywhere from 5,000 to 10,000 feet in length and then_connected at the
ends. These access tunnels allow the movement of men and machines as well as ventilation. A
mining machine is then set up across the full width of the block of coaL. A series of large
hydraulic supports called shields are put in place to support the roof above the active working
area. A large revolving drum shearer essentially chews the coal off of that face and puts it on to
a conveyor system. As the shearer moves forward, the large hydraulic shields move forward
behind it. The rock and strata above the shields are allowed to cave in as the shields move

forward. (App.241-42)
10

beds, they should be drlled and cä8ed in such a marer as to be sealed to the coal bed and areas
thrt feet below and twenty feet above the same. Similar provisions applied to wells passing

through areas where the coal had already been removed. Va. Code § 45.1-125 (Repealed by Acts
1982, c. 347). Accordingly, under these laws, commercial production of gas from coal seams was
simply not legally possible.
These Code provisions continued largely unchanged until 1982, when the Oil and Gas
chapter of Virginia Mine Safety Law of 1966 was repealed and replaced with the Virginia Oil and
the Code at Virginia Code §

Gas Act, which was still codified in the Mines and Minig section of

45.1-286, et. seq. (1982) (Repealed by Acts 1990, c. 92). The 1982 Oil and Gas Act defined gas as

"all natual gas whether hydrocarbon or non-hydrocarbon or any combination or mixtue thereof,
including hydrocarbons, hydrogen sulfide, helium, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, hydrogen, casing head

gas, and all other fluids not defined as oil in this section." Va. Code § 45.1-288(24) (1982)

(Repealed by Acts 1990, c. 92). The 1982 Oil and Gas Act contained provisions for wells drilled
the Virginia Mine Safety Law of 1966.

through coal seams and mined-out seams, similar to those of

See Va. Code § 45.1-334 and 336 (1982) (Repealed by Acts 1990, c. 92). The 1982 Oil and Gas
Act effectively excluded CBM from gas regulation in that Virginia Code § 45.1-300(B)(1) (1982)
(Repealed by Acts 1990, c. 92) excluded
wells located in Buchanan, Dickenson, Lee, Russell, Scott, Tazewell

Norton, within the area thereof
and Wise Counties and the City of
having outcropping strata of the Pennsylvanan age and drlled to
produce from depths. shallower than the base of the Devonian shale,
with a total depth not more that 300' below the base of the Devonian

shale if the penetration below the base of the Devonian shale does
not result in production from strata deeper than the base...

The 1982 Virginia Oil and Gas Act was repealed in 1990 and replaced with the 1990
Virginia Oil and Gas Act ("the "1990 Act"). The 1990 Act specifically defined CBM as "occluded
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natural gas produced from coalbeds and rock strata associated therewith." Va. Code § 45.1it
361.1 (1990). The definition of

gas" or "natual gaslt was defined separately in the same maner as

in the 1982 Act. Va. Code § 45.1-361.1 (1990). The General Assembly found it necessar to enact
the physical

.an entirely new statute to deal with CBM and CBM wells largely because of

connection between coal and CBM, as well as the distinctions in production process and coal mine
safety.
5. The coal mining operations at the Oakwood Field are closely tied to CBM and safety

concerns.

The CBM field at issue is referred to as the Oakwood Field. (App.230) The CBM from
this area was previously removed and vented by fans and wells prior to ~~e passage of the 1990 Act.
(App.233-34) Although CBM vented out of

the coal seams in connection with the mining in the

Oakood Field was high quality, the coal operators did not have an infastructure for removing this
the 1990 Act, these

CBM and sellng it commercially. (App.234) Moreover, until the passage of

coal operators were not willng to take the risk of being considered trespassers in removing the

CBM for commercial production. (App. 235) The 1990 Act resolved this trespass concern and
allowed the escrow of royalties on tracts where there were conficting claims of ownership (i.e.,
where the owner did not hold the entire undivided fee estates of sudace, coal, mineral and gas).
(Id.)
Accordingly, these coal operators (through related companes) built the necessar

infrastrctue to produce the CBM and began commercial CBM operations at Oakood Field in
1992. (App. 231, 245) The production ofCBM from this field is closely associated with coal
mining operations and plans. (App. 247-48) Among the primar safety concerns of

producing

CBM in connection with ming of coal are the safety of the coal mines and the ability to mine the
coal afer the removal of the gas. (App. 250) With the dual concerns of producing CBM and
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minig coal, the operator has to maintain continuous communcation with the conditions
underground that impact the miner's safety. (App.252-53) Decisions that might be good for the
production of CBM might have disastrous effects on the miners. (App. 252) The CBM operator
as there

(that is owned by the coal producer in trus field) ha control over the methods of production

are or wil be mining operations in the areas from wruch CBM is produced. (App. 237, 250-52)

ARGUMENTS AND AUTHORITIES
THAT, UNDER
VIRGINIA LAW, THE GRANT OF COAL RIGHTS DOES NOT INCLUDE
CBM.

1. WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT ERRD IN FINDING

A. Summary of argument.

This case presents a question of interpretation. of language used in deeds executed over

100 years ago whereby plaintiffs granted "the coal" to Harson-Wyatt. The trial court
erroneously found that the term "coal" in the deeds was not ambiguous, and concluded that the

plaintiffs owned the CBM "which has been separated from the coaL." (App.40-41). The trial
court's ruling is erroneous in that it failed to apply the commonly :understood and plain meaning
of

the term "coal" from the time that each instrument was drafted so as to give effect to the intent

of the parties. Alternatively, the trial court failed to acknowledge the ambiguity in the term
"coal" as used in the deeds, and failed to construe the deeds against the plaintiffs as required by
well-recognized rules of construction.

the paries to the severance

Moreover, the trial court purorted to discern the intent of

deeds by looking to factual findings and definitions not presented as evidence in this case. In
looking at the intent of the parties, the trial court refused to consider the historic production
techniques for coal and CBM, rejecting this as the "production" analysis as if it was irrelevant to
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the determination of

the intent of

the paries. (App. 34-35) Here, however, the facts conclusively

established that CBM (a finite resource unlike ground water that continues to migrate and flow
through a tract of land from other sources) was known in the 19th centur to be a par of coal and

. to be parially released, parially harvested, and forever dissipated as par of the coal mining

process. For example, the Encyclopaedia Britannca of 1877, offered into evidence by HarisonWyatt, made it plain that some gas (in dangerous quantities) was released from coal during
mining, but as much as two-thirds

could not be expelled unless the coal was heated to 300

degrees Celsius. (App. 119) The coal mining techniques and these historic writings establish the
19th centu understanding that the CBM would have either been released during mining of the

coal or it would have been contained in the coal even after it was mineã and sold. Accordingly,

a consideration ofthis historical "production" information was relevant as to what the parties to
these deeds would have understood to be included in the conveyance of coaL.

Although the trial court may have stated that it was attempting to effectuate or discern the
intent of the original parties to these severance deeds,. it could not have done so without looking

at these historic mining techniques and understandings about the nature of this gas that was
contained within the coaL. Rather, it seems much more likely that, by focusing on the very recent

developments that have made harvesting of CBM possible, and by ignoring this very substantial
body of

historic evidence, the court was actually trying to effectuate the current owners' desires

rather than the original grantors' intent.
However, even setting aside the wealth of

disregarded, the ultimate paradox of

historic evidence that the trial court
the trial court's ruling -- that the plaintiffs intended to retain

something that they (even now) have no right to enjoy unless and until the defendant decides to

produce or fracture its coal estate - underscores the error in the trial court's analysis. Indeed, it
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is the close association of coal and CBM that compelled the trial cour's bifucation of ownership
and production rights; and, it is this same close association between coal and CBM that supports
the coal owner's assertion of ownership and of ambiguity in the meaning of the deeds.

plaintiffs claimed below, as evidenced
by the facts of the case and the trial court's strained ruling.

B. The issue here is not as simple as

The plaintiffs' primary (and only) argument at trial and the one that was accepted by the

trial court is that, since "gas is gas" and "coal is coal," the sale of all the coal in and under real
propert did not include the gas (CBM) that was contained within that coaL. The plaintiffs'

almost indignant assertion of ipso facto ownership is best viewed from this simplistic vantage

point. It depends entirely on an analysis that looks only at the characterization of CBM as "gas"
once it is released from the coal (an issue that is not disputed by the coal owner). Moreover, it
depends on an analysis of

the deeds that admits no ambiguity. By contrast, the coal owner here

asserts that the issue of whether the grant of "coal" included CBM in these 19th century
the post-release CBM as "gas"

severance deeds is not resolved solely by the characterization of

and, at the very least, it is profoundly

ambiguous.

The undisputed facts that support such a conclusion include: (1) CBM is formed and
stored on an intramolecular level within the coal where it is tightly compressed within the coal
the coal; (2) the purpose of

and canot be removed without the fracturing or mining of

the coal

severance deeds was to allow the coal owner to mine the coal on these properties; (3) the coal
canot be mined without releasing large quantities of CBM, something that, until i 990,
necessarily required the ventilation of

the CBM into the atmosphere; (4) the definitions and

reference documents relating to coal at the time of the deeds note that coal contained gas, that the

release of this gas was the primar danger faced by coal miners, that coal retained considerable

quantities of CBM even once it was mined, and defined coal ~ broadly to include gas; (5)
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even today, CBM cannot be commercially produced without mining or fracturng the coal,

something that, even under the trial cour's ruling, the plaintiffs have no power to do; (6) the
General Assembly found it necessar to adopt entirely new legislation that separately defined

CBM in order to allow for the production of CBM; (7) the plaintiffs and their predecessors have
never asserted any ownership rights or complaints that would indicate a claimed reservation of
the CBM in the coal even during prolonged periods of coal mining when the CBM was vented to

the atmosphere by the coal miners; (8) the mineral rights cases in Virginia have not looked only
to the characterization of a substance to determine ownership rights but have, instead, looked to
whether the claimed mineral rights of one owner are so closely associated with those of another

mineral owner as to defeat the claimed rights; and (9) the production oÍCBM is closely
associated with coal mining and safety concerns presented by the mining activities.

If, as the plaintiffs assert, their unambiguous claim of ownership to the CBM flows so
naturally from the maxim of

"gas is gas," we respectfully submit that: (1) the General Assembly

would not have purosefully avoided this issue; (2) every state where CBM production occurs
would not have had to deal with this issue legislatively or judicially; (3) those courts that have
addressed this ownership issue would not have reached such different holdings for such different

reasons; (4) the Circuit cour in McDowell County, West Virginia (two counties over from
Buchanan County, Virginia) would not have reached the opposite conclusion at the precise time
that the trial cour in this case was reaching its conclusion; (5) the Supreme Court of

West

Virginia would not be presently considering this issue; and (6) the trial court here would not have
been compelled to make a determination of ownership based on characterization of the mineral
as a gas and a determination of

that owner's production rights based upon the location of

the

mineral (i.e., only once it is released from the coal seam). The scientific fact that some CBM
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remains in the coal even after it is mined and sold by the coal owner fuher exposes the
inappropriate simplicity of this "gas is gas" analysis of this complicated issue.

The primar error here is that the trial cour attempted to solve this complex question by
conditioning the answer on a formula that is too simple from a historic, scientific and linguistic

Virginia law. It began with the wrong

standpoint and is erroneous from the standpoint of

premise -- that "the only fiding that would allow the Cour to rule in favor of the coal owners is
that the CBM is a constituent of

the

the coal itself." (App.36) The Cour then reached outside of

record in tls case to find defintions of coal that would support its conclusion that the 19th centur
understading of

"coal" did not include CBM as an actul "constituent" element of

the coaL. As

noted below, the tral cour was wrong in each respect. Virginia law does-bot require a finding that
CBM is a constituent element of coal in order to support a finding that the grant of coal included

CBM. The evidence as to the 19th centu definitions of coal should have been limited to those

presented in tls case. Given all of the evidence, the trial cour should have at least acknowledged
the ambiguity present here. And, the deeds should have consequently been constred in favor of the
coal owner.

C. The standard of review permits this Court to review de novo the trial
court's finding that the deeds were not ambiguous.
On appeal, this Court is not bound by the trial cour's interpretation of

the deeds, and has

"an equal opportunity to consider the words of the contract within the four corners ofthe

instrument itself." Eure v. Norfolk Shipbuilding & Drydock Corp., 263 Va. 624,631,561
S.E.2d 663, 667 (2002). "The question whether the language of a contract is ambiguous is a

question oflaw which (this Court) review(s) de novo." Id. (citing Langman v. Alumn Ass1n of
the Univ. of

Va., 247 Va. 491,498,442 S.E.2d 669,674 (1994)); see also Colony Council Bd. of

Dirs. v. Hightower Enterprises, 228 Va. 197,200,319 S.E.2d 772, 774 (1984) (reversing the trial
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law that the term "unsold" as used in an owners asso~iation's

court and finding as a matter of

bylaws was ambiguous).

the issue presented. The

Well-established principles guide this Court's analysis of

fundamental rule of construction in Virginia is that the purpose or intent of a wrtten instrment
is to be determined from the language used in the light of the circumstances under which it was
written. Traylor v. Holloway, 206 Va. 257, 260, 142 S.E.2d 521, 523 (1965). The intent of

the

paries to a deed is paramount and must be determined by constring the instruent as of the

date and under the circumstaces of its execution, although, in case of ambiguity, it is to be

construed against the grantor. Ells v. Commissioner, 206 Va. 194,202, 142 S.E.2d 531,536
(1965).
"When an agreement is plain

and unambiguous on its face, the Cour wil not look for

meaning beyond the instruent itself. However, when a contract is ambiguous, the Court wil
look to parol evidence in order to determine the intent of the paries." Eure, 263 Va. at 632, 561
S.E.2d at 667-668 (internal citations omitted). To determine if an ambiguity exists, the Court
examines the contract within the four corners of

the document. Id. at 632,561 S.E.2d at 668. If

the pertinent language in the agreement can be interpreted or understood in more than one way,

then the agreement is ambiguous. Id.; Renner Plumbing, Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc. v.
Renner, 225 Va. 508, 515, 303 S.E.2d 894, 898 (1983) (citing Berr v. Klinger, 225 Va. 201,

207, 300 S.E.2d 792, 796 (1983)).

D. The tral court erred in applying a litmus "constituent part" test in
determining whether the CBM was conveyed with the coal under these
severance deeds, disregarding Virginia law and instead holding that,
"the only finding that would allow the Court to rule in favor of the coal
owners is that CBM is a constituent of the coal itself."
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Ths case turs on the intent of the paries to the 19th centu severance deeds. The real
issue in ths case is whether the grantors under these severance deeds intended to reserve the CBM

when they conveyed the coaL. However, the trial cour here stated both in its opinoii and in its final

order that "the only finding that would allow the Court to rule in favor of the coal owners is

that CBM is a constituent of the coal itself." (App. 36,40) In other words, the tral cour
narowed the entire ownership issue of

this two-day trial to one question: "is CBM a constituent of

that CBM ~ a constituent

coal." As a practical matter, however, the scientific evidence established

the in situ

of coal while it is in the coal seam. (App. 356-57) ("methane is an inherent constituent of

coal the same as moistue, ash, sulfu, etc."); and (App. 253) ("It is an inherent par of

the coal

seam until such time as it is released.") Therefore, for practical purposéš, the trial court actually

fuher limited and simplified the inquiry down to "whether CBM is a constituent of coal once it
is released from the coal?" This is, in fact, the only question so limited and simple to embrace
the "gas is gas" maxim. Consequently, the trial court could not reach the correct legal
conclusion because the dispositive issue was never properly framed. In this maner, the inquiry

of the trial cour disregards the facts of this case and the applicable legal analysis.
Under clear Virginia precedent, the trial court could have found that the CBM was conveyed

with the coal (i.e., not reserved) without a finding that "CBM is a constituent of coal itself." Indeed,

proper terminology is only a par ofthe proper inquiry. For example, this Cour has already found
that oil and gas are "minerals" even though they are not hard, crystallzed or metallc substances.

Waren v. Clinchfield Coal Corp., 166 Va. 524, 527-528, 186 S.E. 20,21-22 (1936).9 Therefore,

9 This Court cited a variety of sources: the American and English Encyclopedia of

Law (2d Ed.),

voL. 20, p. 683 ("By the term 'minerals' are meant all the substances in the earth's crut which

are sought for and removed by man for the substance itself. It is not limited to metallc
substances, . . . and even petroleum and natural gas have been held to be minerals."); In Corpus
Juris, voL. 40, p. 738 ("Unless it appears that the term was used in a more restricted sense, the
19

this Cour has already rejected the plaintiffs' primar arguent that "gas" should not be'confsed

with rock-like substances.

Moreover, precedent from ths Cour confrms that inquires into mieral rights require more
. analysis than simply the "constituent par" test adopted by the trial cour here. In Buerv v. Shelton,
"minerals" by

151 Va. 28, 37-38,144 S.E. 629,631-632 (1928), ths Cour held that a reservation of

the grantor did not include limestone even though limestone is a mineral, where the limestone was
substatially connected with the surface. The Cour stated" . . . there is no practical guiding rule for

use in all cases, but that what the term (mineral) includes differs as the facts of each case differ,
and what

courts attempt to do is to ascertin what the paries intended..." Id. at 37, 144 S.E. at

632. However, in construing mineral deeds, the deed should not be interpreted as to allow the
grantor "to tae back or destroy the thing that is granted." rd. at 42, 144 S.E. at 633.
In Shores v. Shaffer, 206 Va. 775, 778-779, 146 S.E.2d 190, 193 (1966), this Cour similarly
held that a grant of

minerals did not include quarzite sand even though the sand is "geologically and
the surace." Yet, even though the

technically a mineral" because the sand is "an integral par of

quarte was a mineral and could be separated from the surace just like most CBM can ultimately

be separated from coal, this Cour held that the quarzite did not pass to the mineral purchaser. So
too, even though limestone could be separated from the surace in the Buery case, this Cour
reached the same conclusion as to a reservation of minerals.
Underlying these and similar cases is the basic Virginia mineral law concept that, once
"

severed, mineral estates convey land, just as if the tracts were horizonta rather than vertical. Lee v.
the grantorreserved a mineral interest, it

Bwngardner, 86 Va. 315, 318, 10 S.E. 3,4 (1889). If

reserved "land." Consequently, the grantor and the purchaser/grantee become vertical neighbors

and has also been held to

term 'mineral' ordinarly embraces oil or petroleum, and natual gas;

embrace water").
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are not unike lot owners in a subdivision

much like condominium owners. They

with the grantor

being the subdivider. Just like traditional undivided fee simple propert owners must respect their
neighbor's rights, so too must the vertical propert owners respect their neighbor's rights. Thus,

ths Cour has tended to look to whether the claimed reservation or grant is so closely associated

with the "neighbor's" interest that to recognze the claimed right would require intrsion or
the other neighbor's "land." Unless it is clear that such was the intent, the clai

destrction of

should not be recognized.

Thus, it is clear that the "constituent par" test adopted by the tral cour here has been
specifically rejected as a litmus test to mineral rights in Buerv, 151 Va. at 37-38, 144 S.E. at 631632 (where limestone was a constituent par of

the reserved minerals, buniot effectively reserved

because of substantial connection with surace); and in Shores, 206 Va. at 778-779, 146 S.E.2d at
193 (where quartzite was a constituent par of the term mineral, but was not granted with other

minerals because of integral connection with the surace).

E. The trial court incorrectly fra,med the issue in this case; the proper
question under Virginia law is whether the coal estate and the
supposedly reserved CBM estate are so integrally connected that, in
order to retain a right to own and benefit from the reserved CBM, the
grantor would have had to specifically reserve such right.

If

this case and the law of

the proper question were framed under the facts of

uncontested facts requie a

Virginia, the

finding that the CBM passed with the coal estate under these severance
the CBM is physically

deeds. At the most basic level, these uncontested facts establish that 98% of

adsorbed to the coal seam. (App. 348) In other words, it is contained withn th~ conveyed coal
seam. It is, thus,

would

integrally connected with the coaL. Since the CBM is contained with the coal, it

have been physically impossible for the grantor to reserve and enjoy ths land (the CBM) that

the plaintiffs claim their predecessors reserved, without specifically reserving the right to re-enter
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the estate of

the CBM remains in the com even after

the coal owner. Moreover, a varing amount of

it is mied. (App. 119) Since some of the CBM invariably remains in the coal once it is mined,
it would have been impossible for the grantor to beneficially retain all of the CBM unless he
somehow wanted to surcharge a royalty for the btu content of this gas that remained in the coaL.

Also uncontested is the fact that the historic coal mining technques caused a substatial release of
CBM as par of

the minig (a fact of conuon knowledge in mining countr). (App. 119, 180,231,

404-5) On a modern level, it is also uncontested that production technques for CBM make it
impossible to commercially produce CBM without entering into the coal and actuly fractug or

mining it. (App. 237)
These facts, all of which are uncontested in the record, establish thm it is unikely that the
paries to these deeds intended that the grantor reserve this resource that was: (1) contained within

the granted coal, (2) that could not be accessed without trespassing on the granted coal estate, (3)
that would necessarly be dissipated as par of the coal mining processes known at the time of the
conveyance, and (4) that could only be produced through the fracturing or minig of

the coal,

something over which the coal owner has complete control. Thus, the trial cour erred in failing to
properly apply Virginia mineral

law and in failing to find that CBM is an "integral par" of

the coal

and that it is "substantially connected" with the coal such that the grant of coal included the CBM.

F. The lengths to which the trial court went to avoid the problems caused
by its ruling underscore the existence of an "integral connection"
between the coal and CBM that should have resulted in a ruling in favor
of the coal owner.
The fact that the trial cour erred in this regard is apparent from the fact tht it felt compelled
to hold that "the surace owner's right to the CBM only extends to that which has separated from the

coal." (App. 37-38,41) Essentially, the trial cour's finding means that the CBM owner has no

rights to enter the coal seam and to produce the gas that the tral cour says that it own. Rather, the
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CBM owner must wait for the coal owner to decide to produce its coal or to ventilate the coal in
connection with coal minng. The fact that tms tye of restriction was necessar to support the tral
cour's decision is clear evidence of

the degree to wmch the CBM is an integral par -ufthecoal. It is

also evidence that the conveyance of the coal included the CBM that is attached to the coal in its
natural state, not merely the solid bituminous core of the coaL.

The trial court also strained to get around the arguent that, if the coal owner did not
own the CBM, and the coal owner has been venting this CBM for years (without objection from
the grantor), then the act of mining the coal and releasing the CBM would have been a trespass
or waste of theCBM owner's estate. The very nature of this problem supports the "integral

connection" analysis set forth in Shores and Beury. However, the trial euurt dismissed this issue
by making two holdings without reference to any precedent in support thereof. First, the trial
court held that "(v )enting the CBM was and is an incident to mining coal, as is controllng water

flow in the mines." (App. 36) The fact is, however, that there is a substantial difference between
water (a rene\yable resource) and CBM. Once released, CBM is gone forever and it does not

replenish. So this comparison to water removal does not seem to apply. Second, the trial cour
held that, to the extent that the consent of the grantor/CBM owner was required, it was "implied
by the common law right of the coal owner to impede upon the CBM estate as a necessity to
mining of

the coaL." (App.38) Again, this reference to the common law right was without

citation to any authority; and, more importantly, there is no such authority in Virginia.

It is clear that the trial cour had to strain to get around all of the facts that so plainly
establish the close and integral connection between coal and CBM. However, the court never
addressed the analysis set forth in Shores and Beury, nor did it explain why it rejected that
analysis. This line of cases was plainly pointed out to the trial court by the coal owner in its trial
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brief and in arguent during triaL. Yet the court appears to have simply disregarded this

authority.

G. Without reference to the "integral connection" analysis under Virginia
law, the plain meaning of "coal" in the late 19th century establishes the
common understanding that "coal" included CBM, which was the
largest danger facing coal miners.
The only evidence presented at trial established that the term "coal" in the late 19th

centu:
mineral fuel" (App. 130);

(1) was "commonly used to denote all kinds of

(2) embraced "all classes of mineral fuel that wil ignite and bur with flame or
incandescent heat..." (App. 130);

(3) ranged "through all the grades of coal, from the hard, dense anthracite to the

asphaltic vareties" (App. 130);
(4) vared "considerably both in mechancal structue and chemical composition. .."

(App. 134);
(5) was known to have "innite" "gradations of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen

compounds, from almost the pure fixed carbon in anthracite, through the more
volatile bitunous varieties of coal, to the free carbon and hydrogen of naptha"

(App. 134);

(6) was describable by no formula that could "trly express the relative proportions
which limit these compounds to the varous classes of coals, or as mineral fuel"

(App. 134);

(7) was a substance of such variable composition that it could not be strictly

defined as a "crystallzed or definite mineral" could be (App. 92);
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(8) was "perfectly amorphous..." (App. 92); and
(9) contained gases, "consisting principally of light carburetted hydrogen or
marsh gas... often present in considerable quantity in coal, in a dissolved or

occluded state" (App. 92)

Indeed, this evidence from the time period at issue even described in detail the
proportionate content of

this CBM (ala "marsh gas" or "fire damp") in varous tyes of coal,

listing it along with elements of carbonic acid, oxygen and nitrogen. (App. 119)

H. The trial court erred by disregarding the evidence in this case as to the
meaning of "coal" in the late 19th century, and going outside the record
to adopt findings and evidence not presented in this case and not
relevant to this dispute.
Even having erroneously fashioned the "constituent par" litmus test as a predicate to
ruling in favor of

the defendant coal owner, the trial cour still had to reach the conclusion that

CBM was not a considered to be a "constituent part" of coal at the time of these deeds. As there
was no evidence presented in the record in this case to support such a conclusion, the trial court
disregarded the uncontested evidence in this case and went outside the factual record here to
draw factual findings made by the United States Supreme Court in a completely different and
non-binding case involving land grants. AMOCO Prod. Co. v. Southern Ute Indian Tribe, 526

U.S. 865 (1999). However, the court should have accepted the uncontested evidence in this
case's record for what it said and for what is was expertly explained to mean.

As a general rule, it is inappropriate and unair for a trial cour to go outside the factual
record of the case at issue because it denies the parties the opportunity to review and rebut the
evidence considered. This is particularly true where, as here, the trial court made no indication

that it was doing so during the trial or at any point thereafter until it rendered its opinion. See
Darell v. Barker, 179 Va. 86,93, 18 S.E. 2d 271, 275 (1942) (Under Virginia law, "the
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individual and extrajudicial knowledge on the par of a judge will not dispense with proof of
facts not judicially cognizable, and canot be resorted to for the purose of supplementing the

record.") This same principle was repeated in State Far Mutual Auto. Ins. Co. v. Powell, 227
Va. 492, 497-8, 318 S.E.2d 393,395 (1984), where this Court found that the trial cour erred by
taking

judicial notice of

the common rural practice of equipping pickup trucks with gun racks.

The Cour noted that "(b)ecause the 'additional' facts surfaced for the first time when the court
anounced it decision, (the defendant) had no opportunty to be heard either to dispute the

"facts" or to object to the court's action." Id. at 497, 318 S.E.2d at 395. Moreover, this was not
a matter on which the trial judge could properly take judicial notice. Id.; see also Whitfield v.
Whittaker Mem. Hosp., 210 Va. 176, 181, 169 S.E.2d 563, 567 (1969rcfinding that trial court

could not take judicial notice that hospital was a charitable organization). So too, a trial cour

canot borrow from the record of another judicial proceeding in lieu of actual evidence. See
Bernau v. Nealon, 219 Va. 1039, 1041-2,254 S.E.2d 82, 84 (1979) (where this Court held that
even when the trial judge was the same judge in the former adjudication, res judicata could not
be established without a complete record in the current case).
Here, in order to appreciate the extent of

the trial court's error, we must first get past the

judicial fiction that there was no ambiguity in the severance deeds on this issue. If that were
actually the case, it is highly unlikely that the trial court would have received evidence as to the

historic understandings regarding coal and CBM. Moreover, it is highly unlikely that the trial

cour would have sought additional historic reference materials outside the record had there been
no ambiguity involved in these terms. In fact, a weighing of the preponderance of the evidence

is indicated by the trial cour's reference that "most" dictionaries ofthe day support its finding
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that the 19th century understanding of CBM was that it was contained within coal but that it was
a distinct substance. (App. 36)

The ambiguity as to the historic meanng and understanding on these terms was profound,
and the trial court acted as a fact finder resolving the ambiguity without actually acknowledging

that it existed. Unfortunately, in resolving this factual issue, the trial cour's Opinion makes it
clear that the court plucked definitions and factual findings as to the 19th century meaning and
common understanding of

"coal" and its relationship with CBM from the AMOCO case

concerning an issue and a time period completely unrelated to the evidence in this case. (App.
34, 36) In its Opinion, the trial court quoted extensively from these factual findings in AMOCO,

noting that the United States Supreme Court was "persuaded that the common conception of

coal" at that time in history "was the solid rock substance that was the countr's primar energy
resource." (l.) Moreover, the trial court here adopted additional factual findings from the

AMOCO case that, "(i)n contrast, dictionaries ofthe day defined CBM...as a distinct
substance, a gas contained in or given off by coal, .but not the coal itself," citing 3 Century
Dictionary and Cyclopedia 2229 (1906). The litigants in this case know nothing of

ths

reference as it was not presented in the evidentiary record here.

In the record in this case, there were no 19th centur or even early 20th centur definitions
of CBM offered or accepted as evidence. Rather, there were broad definitions of "coal" and
treatises on coal that included descriptions of the now-called CBM as par of the coal, two-thirds
of

which could not be removed unless the coal was heated to 300 degrees Celsius. (App. 119)

Further, the AMOCO findings are from a time period twenty years later than the deeds in this

case and the actual definitions mayor may not be accurately reflected by the Court's holding in
AMOCO. However, this borrowed AMOCO conclusion as to how the "dictionaries of
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the day"

defined CBM became the fulcrum for the trial court's opinion and ruling in this case that, since
the coal owner.

CBM was not a "constituent of coal," the trial cour could not rule in favor of

the Supreme Cour in AMOCO, (App. 34), the

Having referenced the factual findings of

trial court then makes it clear that it actually adopted the same factual conclusion in this case
later in the Opinion, holding that, "(a)s the Supreme Cour in Amoco noted, 'most dictionaries of

the day defined coal as the solid fuel resource and CBM as a distinct substance that escaped from
coal during mining, rather than as part of

the coal itself.'' (App.36) The uncontested fact

remains that none of the "dictionares from the day" that were presented as evidence in this
caselO in any way support this conclusion; and since these other "dictionaries ofthe day" are not

included in the trial record that has been supplied from the trial court, it irlighly unlikely that
the trial court actually reviewed any such dictionares from other sources. Rather, it seems clear
that, just like the litigants in this case, the trial court had no opportunity to actually examine these
important evidentiary documents.

1. The decision in AMOCO is not controllng, concerns different issues,
and does not apply Virginia law.
"coal" reserved by the

In AMOCO, there was a dispute arsing from the meanng of

governent in land patents granted under the Coal Lands Act of 1909 and 1910. It is a case of
legislative interpretation, not deed construction. The Supreme Cour sought to discern Congress'
intent as to whether it reserved CBM when it reserved coaL.

The majority in AMOCO focused primarily on the erratic history of land grants in the

United States. 526 U.S. at 867-871. The legislation at issue there had its genesis in a coal fan1ine
that occured in the West at the tu of the 20th Centu as well as widespread fraud in the

10 For example, defining the 19th centu reference to "coal" as a word "commonly used to denote
all kinds of

mineral fuel that wil ignite and

mineral fuel" (App. 130); and embracing "all classes of

bum with flame or incandescent heat..." ag.)
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administration of federal coal lands. Id. at 868. In 1906, President Theodore Roosevelt responded
to the "crisis" by withdrawing 64 milion acres of public land thought to contain coal, thereby
outraging

homesteaders. Id. at 869. As a result, Congress considered proposed bils, many of

which had broad reservations of mineral including oil and natual gas, to re-grant the lands at issue.
Id. Ultimately, however, Congress rejected those bils and passed the Coal Lands Act of 1909,
which authorized the Federal Governent, for the first time, to re-grant the lands at issue with a
narow

reservation of only coaL. Id. at 870. Some of these lands had previously been ceded to the

United States by the Ute Indian Tribe in 1880 in connection with a swap for reseiVation land. These
were retued, in trust, to the Utes in 1938, giving them equitable title to the coal reserved by the

United States. Id. As successors in interest to the United States, the Utes argued that the reservation
of coal in these Coal Land Acts also reserved CBM.
The specific issue was whether: (1) having taken land from the Ute Indians, (2) then having
given it away to settlers, (3) then having taken it back from the settlers, (4) then acting to give it
away again (but with a reservation of coal), did Congress intend to reserve CBM under these Acts

when it reserved coal? The Cour examined the events leading up to the Congressional Acts,
considered the coal crisis which Congress was attempting to address, and found that Congress "was

dealing with a practical subject in a practical way." Id. at 873. With ths historic backdrop, the
Cour held that Congress "intended to reserve oruy the solid rock fuel that was mined, shipped
throughout the countr, and then bured to power the Nation's railroads, ships, and factories." (i.e.,

the thg that was the subject ofthe "crisis"). rd. at 875, In ths rather brief analysis, the Cour

concluded that "the most natual interpretation of 'coal' as used in the 1909 and 1910 Acts does not
encompass CBM gas." Id. at 880 (emphasis added).
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The Supreme Cour in AMOCO was not concerned with many of
the issues of

propert law

that would bind civilians. Nor did the Supreme Court consider Virgina law in reaching its

determination of congressional intent. Moreover, the Supreme Cour did not consider the
definitions and encyclopedias relating to 19th century coal that were introduced into evidence in ths

case. Indeed, this was probably appropriate as the AMOCO case involved a different time period
and a congressional record. Accordingly, the holdings in AMOCO are not applicable here; and, in

any event, it was fudamentally unair and erroneous for the tral cour to extend its deference to the
AMOCO holding to the point of adopting its factual findings.
J. Even ifthe 19th century understanding of the term "coal" does not

establish that a grant of the coal necessarily inclwIed CBM, these
definitions and the "integral connection" between coal and CBM were
sufficient to establish a profound ambiguity in the severance deeds,
which should be construed against the grantor plaintiffs.
The trial court specifically held that the deeds at issue were not ambiguous. (App. 40).
Given the definitions that were presented by the coal owner from the 19th century and the facts

related to the "integral connection" between coal and CBM both then and now, at the very least,

the issue

the term "coal" can be interpreted in more than one way when viewed in the context of

presented here. It can quite reasonably be interpreted as the coal owner proposes, as intending to

contain and/or convey CBM within the word "coaL." And the plaintiff argues vehemently that it

means just the opposite. While the mere existence of this dispute does not establish an
ambiguity, the other surrounding facts and the latent nature of

the dispute certainly do.

Even if this Cour assumes that the tral cour was correct that the 19th centu "coal"
definitions do not conclusively establish that CBM was considered to be a par of the coal, under no

circumstaces can it be denied that these definitions establish a common historic understading that
CBM was contained withi the coal and that the mining of the coal caused the parial release of the
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CBM and consequent explosion hazds for miners. An understanding that CBM was contaned
with the coal seam and the mined coal necessarly means that the paries would have understood

that the surace owners could not have used the allegedly retained CBM without trèspassing on the

coal owner's propert. Again, at the very least, these facts mghlight an ambiguity as to whether the
CBM was intended to be conveyed with the coaL.

Virginia has had little diffculty

In much less extreme mineral cases, the Supreme Cour of

in recognzig ambiguity. Buery v. Shelton, 151 Va. 28, 37-38, 144 S.E. 629, 631-632 (1928). In
Buery, this Cour dealt with the ambiguity in the term "mineral," rulingthat:
what the term includes differs as the facts of each case differ, and
what the cours attempt to do is to ascertin what the paries
intended, determinig ths :fom the language employed inThe
instruent, if that may be done with certainty, and if doubtfu, then

to call to their aid the facts and circumstances surounding the

transaction, so the cour may view the situation of the paries when
the instruent was executed.

Id.

So too, this Court has recognzed ambiguities in.many other contexts. E.g., Prospect Dev.
Co. v. Bershader, 258 Va. 75, 84, 515 S.E.2d 291, 296 (1999) (term "premium lot" in a real estate

contract was ambiguous); American Reliance Ins. Co. v. Mitchell, 238 Va. 543, 549,385 S.E.2d
583,586-587 (1989) (meaning of

ambiguous); Colony COilcil Bd. of

772, 774 (1984) (uncertinty as to the meanng of

the terms "employee" and "loaned" in an insurance contract was
Dirs. v. Hightower Enterprises, 228 Va. 197,200,319 S.E.2d

the word "unsold" created an ambiguity that

should have been constred againstthe drafer); Dar Drug Corp. v. Nicholakos, 221 Va. 989, 993,

277 S.E.2d 155, 157 (1981) (lease languge as to "additions" or extensions" was ambiguous).
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If

viewed fairly, there is no doubt that an ambiguity is presented in the deeds at issue here.

Accordingly, Virginia law requires that the ambiguity must be construed against the grantors -the plaintiffs here. Buerv, 151 Va. at 41, 144 S.B: at 633.

K. The trial court erred in following precedent from other jurisdictions
rather than the basic deed construction law of Virginia (that would have
required at least a finding of ambiguity and construction in favor of the
Virginia (that required an analysis of
grantee) and the mineral law of
whether the CBM was substantially connected or an integral part of the
coal).

Rather than follow the law of

Virginia, the trial court essentially copied a 1999 United

States Supreme Cour case that is not binding authority on the issue presented here. AMOCO
Prod. Co. v. Southern Ute Indian Tribe, 526 U.S. 865 (1999). The tral coM accepted this authority

as persuasive, if not binding. The AMOCO case, however, canot negate Virginia authority about

the constrction of mineral deeds. It is not controllng authority in this case; and, as noted above, it
is quite distinguishable.

In addition to the AMOCO case, the CBM ownership issue has been considered by the

highest cours in several states that now have CBM production along with coal production. Those
states have reached different rulings. The first such case was United States Steel Corp. v. Hoge, 468

A.2d 1380 (Pa. 1983). In Hoge, the Pennsylvania Supreme Cour reviewed a 1920 severance

deed that granted all the "coal" and reserved "the right to dril and operate through said coal for
oil and gas without being liable for any damages." 468 A.2d at 1382. The court noted that
"coalbed gas is always present in coal seams; its molecules are absorbed in micropores of coal,

and even the smallest paricle of coal always contains, and when exposed emits, some coalbed

gas." Id. The Pennsylvania high court concluded that "such gas as is present in the coal, must
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necessarily Delong to the owner of the coal, so long as it remains within his propert and subject

to his exclusive dominion and control." Id. at 1383.
Rayburn V. USX Corp., 1987 U.S. Dist.

Alabama first addressed this issue in the case of

LEXIS 6920 (N.D. Ala. July 28, 1987), aftd without opinion, 844 F.2d 796 (11 th Cir. i 988). In

Rayburn, the United States Distrct Cour, applying Alabama law, considered a 1960 severance
deed in which USX was granted all minerals except oil and gas. The reserved rights as to oil and
gas well exploration were subject to the requirement that all coal seams were to be encased or
grouted off 50 feet above the top of the seam and 50 feet below the seam. Both paries claimed

ownership to the CBM, but the court found that by including the language about grouting off the
coal seam, the paries clearly expressed the intent that CBM was not included in the reservation.

Furter, at the time of the deed in 1960, CBM was not intended to be included in a reservation of
Itgaslt because it was not commercially recoverable.

Virginia Code § 45.1-122 (1966) has

Notably, under Virginia law at least since 1966,

specified that, in the event that gas wells were drilled penetrating one or more coal beds, they should

be drilled and cased in such a maner as to be sealed to the coal bed and areas thi feet below and
twenty feet above the same. Similar provisions applied to wells passing through areas where the

coal had already been removed. Va. Code § 45.1-125. These code sections, like the deed in
Raybur, reflect a common understanding that the gas owner could not remove the coal owner's
CBM. The idea that CBM was somehow reserved to the grantor of coal is only a very recent
concept, born out of the hope that the grantor can now capitalize on what the coal owner has
accepted as a responsibility, liability and duty for over a centu.

The Alabama Supreme Cour addressed this issue in NCNB Texas National Ban, N.A. v.

West, 631 So.2d 212 (Ala. 1993), where that cour reached a hybrid ownership holding. The
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the oil, gas, petrolt~um and

court held that, even where the grantor specifically reserved "all of

sulfu. . . ", a grant of "all the coal, and mining rights" conveyed an interest in the CBM within the
the "gas," retained an

coal seam. Id. at 220. However, the grantor, who had reserved to himself

interest in the CBM only outside the coal seam. Noting that Alabama adheres to the
"nonownership theory" and the "rule of capture,"ll the cour held that once the CBM leaves the
seam, the coal owner loses ownership of

it. Id. at 223-224. The practical effect of

the NCNB

holding is to bifucate ownership between the gas owner and the coal owner, with the coal owner
having the rights to CBM from FRAC wells and horizontal hole wells, but not from GOB wells

where the gas has migrated out of the coal seam. Here, the trial cour could have reached the
same conclusion that would allow the coal owner to benefit from the Wélls that actually go into

coal seam, fracture the coal, and then such the gas out of the coal to the sudace. The plaintiffs
would then benefit from the GOB or free gas that is liberated by the process of mining. Instead,
the trial court's ruling requires that the plaintiffs receive all compensation for the CBM, even
when it is sucked directly from the defendant's coaL. .

Montana addressed this issue in Carbon County v. Union Reserve Coal Company, 898
P.2d 680 (Mont. 1995), considering whether a 1984 severance deed of "all coal and coal rights"

included the rights to CBM. The Montana Court noted that the commercial value of CBM was
"certainly established by 1984." Id. at 684. It also distinguished the issue by application of

Montana statutes which apparently require that determinations as to whether a substance is a gas

should be made at the wellhead rather than in situ. Id. Based upon these considerations, the
Cour reversed the trial court's findings and ruled that the CBM was par of the gas estate and
the Montana court is

was not conveyed with the coal in 1984. The holding of

ii The West court specifically acknowledged that "the majority of states followed the
'ownership-in-place' theory of ownership of natural gas." 63 i So.2d at 224.
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not paricularly applicable to the facts of this case, which involve severance deeds from the
1880's and which do not have controlling statutes which dictate that the character of gas is

determined at the wellhead rather than in situ.
a

Closer to home, on June 19,2002, a McDowell County West Virginia Circuit Cour,

jurisdiction very close to Buchanan County Virginia, addressed this issue in the context of a
claim by

lease of "all oil and gas" in 1986, he

a gas lessor that, when he entered in a conventional

did not include CBM, which is par of the coal estate. Energy Development Corp. v. Nancy
Moss, et aI, Civ. Action 98-C-173 (McDowell Co., W.Va., June 19,2002).12 The McDowell
County court agreed, noting: "Coalbed methane can only be defined and described by reference

to coal and the coal horizons. Inescapably, coalbed methane is associated with the coal estate.

the gas estate." (App.21,

Coalbed gas cannot reasonably be viewed as unambiguously part of

McDowell County court opinion, p. 12) In other words, the McDowell County court reached the

opposite conclusion from the trial court here. That case has now been briefed on appeal before

the West Virginia Supreme Cour, Record No. 31238. .
Ultimately, thése cases from other jurisdictions can provide helpful information about the

tyes of issues which have been considered as well as the factual background for CBM and its
development. However, it is obvious that each court views this issue of CBM ownership based
on the facts and circumstances of

the particular case and the prevailing rules of construction and

mineral rights in the jurisdiction at issue. As noted earlier, there are unique aspects of

Virginia

law which require that the present case be decided based on the deeds at issue and the general
principles of mineral

12 A copy of

law in Virginia, as previously explained.

this opinion is attached to this brief.
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CONCLUSION
First, the trial cour erred in applying a litmus "constituent par" test in determining whether
the CBM was conveyed with the coal under these severance deeds, disregarding Virgiia law and
. intead holding that, "the only finding that would allow the Cour to rule in favor of the coal owners
is that CBM is a constituent of

the coal itself." Ths is, quite simply, not the law. Had the trial cour

applied the proper law to ths case, it would have found that the CBM was and is integrally

connected with the coal estate such that the conveyance of coal effectively conveyed the CBM
contained withi the coaL.

Second, the tral cour went outside the record in this case to adopt factual findings and

evidence presented in an unrelated case with unrelated parties. The liiigants here had no

opportity to examine this evidence and the trial court gave no advance waring that it intended
to rely upon such evidence. There is no indication that the trial court actually examined the
evidence.

Third, having created its own "constituent par" litmus test and having gone outside the
record to find evidence that would not satisfy it, the trial cour failed to apply the plain meaning
of

the word "coal" as presented in the evidence ofthis case from the time period of

the deeds at

issue. Had the trial court stayed within the bounds of the evidence before it, there is no doubt
that CBM was contained within the common definitions of "coal" at the time of the severance
deeds at issue.

Fourh, even assuming that the trial court could not have unequivocally held that the
CBM was contained within the 19th century common understanding of the meaning of "coal," at
the very least, the close association with coal created an ambiguity in the deeds on this issue.
The resolution of

this ambiguity should have then considered (1) the uncontested fact that it was
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common knowledge that coal miners had to ventilate the CBM as a necessar par of their coal

mining activities; (2) that ventilation occured on these tracts; (3) that the surface owners never
complained of

these ventilation practices; (4) that CBM production methods require invasion and

destruction of

the coal estate; (5) that these deeds did not reserve the right of

the surface owners

to re-enter the coal estate for this purpose (or any other); (6) that Virginia law has constred
mineral rights so as to exclude reserved interests that, while techncally within the meaning of
the words used in the deed, involve minerals that are integrally associated with the granted

estate; and (7) ambiguities in such deeds are construed against the ~antor. Had the trial cour
properly considered these issues, it would have found that the coal owner under these deeds also
owns the CBM.
Accordingly, Harrison-Wyatt, LLC asks this Court to reverse the decision of

court.

Respectfully submitted,

HARSON- WY A IT, LLC

J. Scott Sexton (VSB No. 29284)
Monica Taylor Monday (VSB No. 33461)

GENTRY LOCKE RAS & MOORE
800 SunTrut Plaza
P.O. Box 40013
Roanoke, Virginia 24022-0013
(540) 983-9300
(540) 983-9400 (facsimile)

Counsel for Harison-Wyatt, LLC
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IN THE CIRCUlT COURT OF McDOWELL COUNTY, WEST VIRGlN
ENERGY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION,
a Virginia corporation,

,
¡

PLAnTlFF,

CIV ACTION NO. 98-C-173

v.

, - "'j

NANCY LOUlSE MOSS, VIRGIN SAYERS
MOSS, JUITHE. WADOSKY, C. DALE

/:~~~.t ;~:;.

,-

HA, C. HENRY HA, JR.,

,-~

. ;'."

." -- -: :. '-- -

ELIZABETH RUSS HA, TRUSTEE,

MATIN L. HAAN, JR., KATHERI
NICHOLSON, ESTHR PAULEY, DENNS J.
REIDY, EXECUTOR OF THE EST ATE

OF

NANCY H. DOONAN, DENNS J. REIDY, ,
TRUSTEE FOR-ELEANOR H. WALL, DENNS J.

.I

REIDY, TRUSTEE FOR LEmA LITIELL,

HALL MING COMPAN, a West Virginia'
corporation and LETIT A H. THOMPSON,
and
;

GEOMET, INC.,

DEFE1NDANS.

-FR-.. ": - .i.

FINAL ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST

On the 4th day of March, 2002, came the plaintiff by its president, William Evans, in
,

person and by its attorneys, Kevin P. Oddo, and Dany'W. B.are, defendants NancyLQuis Moss,
et aI, by Donald R. Johnson, their attorney, and GeoMçt, Inc., a corpora~íon, by Thomas

~ ~

Mcjunkn, its atfomey, before the cour for tral. At that time, witnesses :for EnC and the

defendants presented testimony and documentar evidence and w~re subject to

, ,

cross-examination.

The court has thoroughly reviewed the filings of t;he paries herein the evidence and
exhibits submitted by the parie~ at tral and pertinent leg;aI authorities. As ¡a result of these

1
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deliberations, and based on the findings of fact and conclusion? of law set forth h~rein, the Court

holds that the leases do ,not grant the oil and gas lessee the right to drll and ptoduce coalbed

t ;~

methane from the coal seams covered by the lessees, and, ac~ordingly, finds fOT~the defendants

and against the plaintiff, Energy Development Corporation.
~

Ths case involves a dispute over who has the right tb develop coalbed J.bethane to two
l:acts of land in Sandy River Distrct, McDowell County, West Virginia. The certtral question is

whether the lessee under two oil and gas leases has the riglt to drill for and produce coalbed
methane from the coal seams in the properties covered by the le~,es; The action arses on the
,

claim by the lessee, Energy Development Corporation, far declartory judgm(mt of its rights
under the leases.

Procedural Background:
The oil and gas leases at issue are both dated September 15, 1986. Exce~)t for the names

ofthe lessors and propert descriptions, the leases are identical. One lease is for;300 acres, more

. %. .

or jess, orÏ a l:àct iaoWn as the ''Upper-Slate ër~eie t:ra~t';. This lease is 6f reco~d -~ the

McDowell County Clerk's Offce in peed Book 387, Page 1.79. The second Íease is for 340

acres, more or less, on a trct know as the "Lower Slate Creek trct". This sejond lease is of

. .. ~:
i :
, .

record in the McDowell County Clerk's Office in Deed Book;387, Page 566.

Although the paries have now been realigned, tlsîproceedig was ~tiated when the

'. ~

lessors, Nancy Louise Moss, eI aL, sued EDC for alleged/breaches of the leases. In EDC's

Answer and Counterclaim filed August 18, 1999, EDC ~ked the Coùr inl Count IT of its

~ l

counterclaim to enter an order declarg "that Ene has the dght to drll into tti¿ coal formations
on the properties in question and produce natUral gas tlerefrqm, including coalb¿d methane."
;

2
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~
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By Order entered September 18, 2001, GeoMet, Inc. was permitted ~to i~tervene in
,

f

opposition to EDC's assertion of entitlement to develop coalbed metha(;. GeoMet's

. .
ì
.

intervention was based on GeoMet's interest as the lessee under two Coalbed ¡Methane leases

. from the lessors, both dated August 15,2001, relating to the s~e tracts describe~i in the leases to

.
~
l .~

EDe but limited exclusively to coalbed methane. Because:all issues involved in the original
litigation except EDC's claim respecting coalbed methane pad been settled, GìeoMet and the
lessors, Nancy Louise Moss et aI., moved for realignent ~f the pares with resect to that
claim. By the cour's Order entered October 22, 2001, the pates were realigned and the style of

the case was changed to recognze EDC as the plaintiff and GeoMet and tHe lessors as the
defendants.

f.

. 1

On the 16U1 day of November, 2001, the parties appeared before the :¡court on EDC's

Motion for Summar Judgment. By Order of December ì2, 2001, the co\. denied EDC's
Motion for Summary Judgment and rejected EDC's contention that the languáge of the leases

wãs unarbiguous aI¿rentiÜëd EDC to JUdgfeñt -~ a ~atter of law. Th~ ~-;Jrt st;t~d that-the
the date of

language ofleases, like the language of deeds, must be interieted and construed. as of

execution and that a genùine issue of fact regarding the leases existed which re!quired testimony

. -

and factual development.

At the pre-tral heanng on Februar 15,2002, the d~fendants made a N(otion to Identify
an Expert Out of Time, which the court derued. DefendantS fuher made a 1D1otion pursuant to

West Virginia's so-called "Deadman's Statute," W.Va.; Code § 57.3;;1, ¡to preclude the

l i

anticipated testimony at tnal of EDC witnesses Wiliam Ev~s and Douglas E~'ans concerning a
conversation which, based on their deposition testimony, t~ey allegedly had durng negotiation
3
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the leases

the leases in 1986 with C. Henr ("June") Hanan, an indiv.iduallessor under Gine of
.',

and president at the time of those negotiations of Hall Mining Company, a 1~3sor under both
l

~
:
, .

leases. The basis of the defendarts' motion was that C. H¿nr Harman, a narted pary to the
the litigåtion and would th~tefore be unable

originallítigation, had died since commencement of

to confront or contradict any statements EDC's witnesses yu'ight make regar1ling the alleged

conversation. The court declined to rule on motion, deferrg it for considerat~:in, if necessary,
durng triaL.

Finally, defendants moved for permission to introduce as an exception to1 the hearsay rule
the sworn affdavit of recently-deceased Hars Har, legal co.unsel to Hall Mini4g at the time the
,

leases were negotiated and drafted in 1986. The affdavit ,iad been prepared Py Mr. Har and

. .
,

submitted as an exhibit to the defendants' Memorandum ii Oppositio~ to Elr)C's Motion for

Summary Judgment. The court ruled that the affidavit ~aí17~ to meet the kequirernents for
admissibility under the West Virginia Rules of

Evidence Ru1~ 804(b)(5), and defiied the motion.

. Summary oršìš
The 'leases in issue were entered into in 1986, befor~ West Virginia law provided for the
permitting and drlling of commercial coalbed methane wel1~ and before any su~;h wells had been

drlled in McDowell County or elsewhere in the State. EDC's position is t~iat the leases are

. i
,
;
,,
. ¡

unambiguous and that the cour need not and should not iô.:ok beyond the foui corners of those

documents. EDC argues that the leases apply to "all oil ~d gas" producibl~ .fom fonnations
above the statutory depth for shallow wells; that coalbed rtethane is a gas pr()duced from coal

seams; and that since coal seams are located above the statutOry depth for shal1~w wells, the term

4
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"all oil and gas" must be read as unambiguously granting EDC the right to p!roduce coalbed

. .

methane from the lessors' coal seams in the subject propertes;

The defendants' position is that the parties to the 198~ leases did not in¥nd for EDC to
have and did not grant EDC the right to produce coalbed methane from the coaft retained by the

lessors. The defendants argue that the leases, viewed in then. entirety, are con~entional oil and

. ;, ~

gas leases that granted EDC the right to drill "shallow wells" through coal seam), to produce gas

! .

from gas-bearng formations located below coal horizons bu~ not the right to d~ii wells into the

lessor's coal seams to separate out and extract coalbed methane. Arbiguii:y in the leases
regarding the right to develop coalbed methane is resolved, the defendants sub~nit; by evidence
J

i

plainly demonstrating that EDC did not regard itself as havin~ the right and oblìa:ation to develop
coalbed methane under the leases. The defendants thus dispute EDC's contentioin that the phrase

"all oil and gas" encompasses the right to drill for and produQe coalbed methane ;from the lessors'

. .

coal seams. Absent clear and unambiguous language specifi:cally granting Enc the right to drll

Înto ffë cõaTretainëãfffëIessors, ff aeriëfãits centëñCrUlat Ene -¿aIot cÏahñ iliat -r1giit.
Summary of Testimony

Trial of the matter was held before the court aÍd without a jury on Marnb 4, 2002. EDC
presented its case in chief through its president, Willam Evans. On direct ihxamination, Mr.
Evans testified that EnC was formed in 1975 and drlled Ì:1s fist well that y~ar; that although

EDC has not yet drilled a coalbed methane well, it intends:to do so later this ?ear; and that he
first became aware of the economic potential of coalbed n1ethane in i 978- wi'fh passage of the

r
i
. .

1978 Tax Reform Act, which provided for tax creditt for the develo~ent of certain
unconventional fuels including gas produced from coal sea$s.. ,He testified futiher that through
5
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trade j oumals, personal contact with a representative of u.s. Steel, and his aware~:iess of the Us.

Sleel v. Hage, 468 A2d 1380 (Penn. 1983) decision, he tàS specifically a~are of coalbed
methane and its economic potential at the time' the leases v.ere negotiated ard! entered into in

specifically cover4d by the leases,

1986; and that EDC's right to develop coalbed methane was:

although no timetable was set for its development. He introdÙced the September! 15, 1986 leases
;

E
. .'

into evidence, and emphasized the language "all oil an~ gas'.' in all pos~ible productive
formations within the meaning of "shallow well," as defined ¡by West Virginia llw. . He testified
~.

that coalbed methane is a gas and that coal seams occur abo~e shallow well dep~h,that is, above
;

the Onondaga.

Group. (Tr.13-25).

On cross-examination, Mr. Evans testified that ElDC has drlled api1iroximately iso
!

natual gas wells since its inception, all of which are conventional shallow natu~â.l gas wells and
none of which are coalbed meilane wells. He also acknowledged that EDC h~is never drilled a

coalbed methane well or sought a coalbed methane well peI1it, and that EDC cilmld not produce

. ,

mi docwnen evidencing any intentÌon-onrn pan to dfa ëoaibeëÏn-êfai~-war. -Piõr-to

initiation of this legal action, EDC had never conducted i,ell logs. of coal s~:ais to evaluate
r

~ 1

coalbed methane production potential or asked its geolOgi~ts concerning the 00albed methane

production potential of its leaseholds. (Tr. 25-29). Mr. E-VaIš acknowledge~ that he and his

father approached Mr. C. Henr Hanan of Hall Mining!in 1986 to solicit! a right-of- way
,

agreement and gas leases of the lessors' properties. (TT. - 4i). Mr. Evans admitted tht he first
~

became aware of

the commercial potential of co

. ¡.

albed rnethare in i 978 and that trior to that time,

the leases he entered into on behalf of EDC would not have fonsciously consid~red the inclusion

of coalbed methane, although EDC's -leases entered into pnor to 1978, like t~e leases in issue
,

6
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here, contain broad language all encompassing for gas (Tr. '35 - 38); and that ¡for a gas lessee

unaware of or indifferent tocoalbed methane developínen~ the prospect of ~oalbed methane
production would not be a motivation for seekip.g or obtaín,ng an oil and gas fease. (Tr. - 95).
,

Finally, Mr. Evans acknowledged that oil, unlike coalbedi~Gthane, is not ~~sociated with a
separate estate in land~ and that in 1986 the West Virginia Code provided soleijy for wells to be
drilled and cased through coal seams, not for the drllng of ~ommercial coalbe¡ì methane wells.
,

(Tr. 46 - 47).
Defendant GeoMet presented as its sole witness, K.iI1'Walbe, a geologi~t and oil and gas

:
~
.. ..
, .

consultant who was recognized by the cour as an expert Ìn geology and oil and ¡gas permtting in

West Virginia. Mr.Walbe presented testimony respecting ~e manner in which)conventional gas
wells and coalbed methane wells are drilled and produced. Be emphasized tha!t in developing a

conventional well Ìn West Virginia, the operator drlls thou'gh the coal ho~zons to produce

natural gas from the conventional gas-bearng formations located beneath the c~aJs'; and that after
-dll-thrti-the coals; -t Upt:I litui .~~ or seal ofte' coal honzon~ ro protecttIiõšë

horizons from the risk of natural gas coming back up the wen bore from the ~ower gas-bearng

~'

formations. (Tr. 53 - 56). Mr. Walbe also emphasized that ~n 1986. West Virg,mia law provided

no mechansm for the issuance of a permit to drll a wel) into a coal searm to commercially

produce coalbed methane. (Tr. - 62). He testified that, in: his view, an openÚor drlling down
.,

though coal seams who regarded that seam as a possible pfodtiçtive formatior; would engage in
a series of tests or well logs to determine the potential or that horizon for the production of
ì

coalbed methane, stating that such an operator would defirptely ru a full suire of well logs or
j
tests before casing off

the coal horizon. (Tr. 57,82, 86). Drilling a conventio$i well provides a
7
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"window" of opportnity after drillng but before casing to protect the coal horizons during
which wells may be logged to test the potential of the co~ls for the producj:ion of coalbed
methane, he said.

Mr. Walbe testified that he had reviewed the well iU:gs and records of ~he seven wells

drilled by EDC on the leaseholds in question in this casG; that each of theJse wells was a
conventional well; and that no testing had been done by EJ: on any well to !tain inormation

~
.
.
;
,
~

~
.
¡
i
'
~

respecting the possible productive capability of the coal ho~zons. Mr. Walb¥ stated: "rt)hey
,

were not looking then at the potential for coal seams." EDC;s consultants had, tiowever, looked
at the potential of conventional gas-bearig honzons. Mr. Walbe noted that EDiC's consultants'
reports mention conventional horizons "but never the coals!" (Tr. 58 - 60). i:be well records

were introduGed into evidence. Mr. Walbe also testified abott the geology of soalbed methàne.
,

He testified that coal is not a conventional gas reservoir, aid that to produce ,¡:oalbed methane

., '.

from a vertical well requires that the seam be stimulated by "fracing" of the coa~ in place. (Tr. -

V6). He n01eã11 rracing a coll 'sêãí coúld èfàiäge ITe¡ layers between selars and gieaÚy
,

increase the chances of a roof fall durg subsequent ID,ining operations. '~Tr. - 65). On
,

cross-examination, he agreed that coalbed methane, although(it could be viewed ¡as either a Ii

, ,

quid

or a gas when totally absorbed and locked into the coal :in place, is a gas; when separated
("desorbed") from the coal and produced into a well bore. (rr - 95).

~
, ~
.
. ,

The lessors presented one witness, Dale Haran. Mi. Dale Haran tes!:fied. that he -i a
named lessor under one of the leases and is a cousin of thenPw-deceased C~ He.nr Haran, and
i

that although he had not paricipated directly in negotiation 9fthe 1986 leases, 11e and his cousin
¡

C. Henr Haran, along with Hall Mining's counsel,Mr. Hars Har, had disçussed
the leases
i
8
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prior to execution. He stated that he had never heard of coalbed methane i)r its economic

potential until 1990, and that he had not participated in any cønversations about ~:oalbed methane
with C. Henr Hanan or anyone else prior to that t¥ne. On cross- ~~xaminatioI1 he

. .

acknowledged that coal mining of the properties described in the leases w~ not considered

economically viable in 1986 or currently. (Tr. 117). Mi. Hanan testified~that as a lessor
himself under one of the leases in issue, he intended to gran1 EDC the right to ;produce gas, but

- ¡.

did not intend to grant EDC the right to the coal estate or to develop coalbed mJthane. (Tr. 121).
,

The two August 15,2001 coalbed methane leases (and corre.ponding Memoran¡da) were entered

into evidence through Mr. Hanan (Tr. 100-111), as were other items of corresp~ndence.
,
;

In rebuttal to Dale Haran's testimony, EDC prestnted Douglas Ev~ns. Counsel for
GeoMet renewed the defendants' motion to exclude testI,0ny by the Evanse. concerng the

conversation which they allegedly had with C. Henr Han?l in connection with negotiation of
;

the 1986 leases. The court denied GeoMet's objection based on Íts view that tlÌe applicability of
the Deaâïan's Sfute, 1f any, had been waiveaytlprès~ntatlOñ ofDaië HaiInan ãs -a witnéss

on behalf of the defendants. Mr. Douglas Evans testified that in the spring of') 986, he and his
son had called Mr. C. Henr Haran and aranged to meet wit him at Mr. Banan's home in

\
.
. .

Abingdon, Virginia; that they traveled to his home and m;et with him in the; living room and
during that meeting specifically discussed the developmenf of coalbed meth~le. Mr. Douglas

Evart testified that C. Henr Haran was aware that tax credits were !.ivailable for the
production of coalbed methane and- that he expressed a desire to have- "all; gas" developed,
,
,:

specifically stating his intention that EDC's rights and :obligations wouldi include the gas
producible from the coals. (Tr. 123 - 128).
9
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On cross-examination, Mr. Douglas Evans acknowledged that most ofE-PC's leases refer

to "all oil and gas" and that such terminology is commonplaqe in oil and gas 1eates. (Tr. - 134).

He was asked to provide specific details of the lócatÎon wh~re the meeting tvith Mr. Henr

, l

'recount the allege~ conversation in

Hannan allegedly took place. Although he had been able to

detail, he was unable to remember whether the house where the meeting allegedly took place was
located above the road or below the road, on a lull or on the leveL. He was not J..ble to recall any

details about the living room of Mr. Hanan's home. (rr. l32 - 133). When a;ked if he could

recall any details that might indicate that he had in fact had been in Mr. Henr Hanan's home,

he was unable to produce any such details. (Tr. 137 - 139). Ene then put M~. Willam Evans
,

back on the stand, also in rebuttal to the defendants' witness! Mr. Wiliam Evatis, who had been
I

present during his father's testimony, testified substantially\ to' the same point~ as Mr. Douglas

Evans, namely that Mr. Henr Haran had specifically raisep the matter of co~bed methane and

. '
, .
, .

of the leases. Mf. Wiliam Evans

asked that it be developed and included withi the scope

tèstifiedlatLt isine reason-ll lease containg- -w~-ngas" ana -ã-iti Wfy ffë-i-aseš
contained the definition set forth in paragrph 11 of the leaSes. (Tr. - 149). "'hen Mr. Wiliam
Evans was asked on cross-examnation whether or not he:could recall any d~tails that would
supplement his father's recollection of the place where the :a11eged meeting h~d taken place, he

likew~se was unable to provide any such details. (Tr. - 150).1
In sUlTebuttal to the testimony of

Douglas and WiI1am Evans, Mr. Dal~ Hanan testified

that Mr. Henr Harman was not a forceful individual whot to Mr. Dale Hanlan's knowledge,

had never met with anyone respecting the rights of Hall i Miiùg without hiiving either Hall
Mining's attorney, Mr. Har, or himself, Mr. Dale Hanan, ~resent. He further, testified that Mr.
10
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Henry Harman's home was located 300 yards from the road, though a gate, acroßs a,creek, high
,

ona hill, and was unforgettably stuffed with the glass col1ecti~:m amassed by Mr.; Henr Haran

and his wife. (TL151 - 154).
Discussion

While the cour recognzes that the issues involved' in coalbed methaie cases can be
'te parties under thf subject leases.

nettlesome, the fundamental issue in this case is the intent of

The facts involved in this case are not complicated, and few are in dispute.

Lessors owned the properties in issue in fee at the time the oil and ¡gas leases were
executed. The leases were executed before any commercial coalbed methane w~iis had yet been

drilled in West Virginia and before West Virgiia Legislature enåcted legisljition relating to

'\ ;:'

coalbed methane development. Although the lessors clearly leased to the lessee broad nghts to
,

develop gas from the lessors' properties, they clearly retained; the coal estate Ìn tl:ie properties and

the sole and exclusive nght to develop, lease or convey that estate. Thus, the ceiitral issue for the

,"Coun is whetlian time"ot execution Ofe leaseS iI T9ffë paries-:iütüffy mteÍiëfédäñd
agreed that the lessee's rights would encompass not only the pght to produce gas) from fonnations

not associated with the coal estate but the right to drill directly into the lessolt' coal seams to

. .

extract coalbed methane.

Although the court recognzes EDC's position, the court is convinced th:kt the result EDC

, .
'\
, ,~

urges would not reflect the intent of the paries at the time1 they executed the )leases. Rules of
constrction are designed to assist courts in diviing the lntent of contra~ti~g paries, not to

,.

inhibit judicial determination of that intent. "Constrctio~ of a wrting is f9r the purose of
determining the true intent of

the paries to it, and, to this'en~, the subject-matt~r, the situation of
!

11
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the parties, and the surrounding circumstances at the time the writing was executed, should be
taken into consideration." Curtis v. Meadows, Syl., 84 W.Va. 94, 99 S.B. 286 (19119).
Coalbed methane can only be defined and described! by reference to c~ai and the coal
horizons. Inescapably, coalbed methane is associated with tlje coal estate. Coa1bed gas canot

reasonably be viewed as unambigiously par of the gas est.ne. Absent more é.xplicit language
,

than the phrase "all oil and gas" to resolve the uncertainty re~arding the right to jdevelop coalbed

methane, the ambiguity in the leases is both latent and inerent. The implicatióps of recovering

coalbed methane from a coal seam are distinctly different noiI. the implicatiohs of recovering
conventional natural gas from Kas bearng formations, which accounts for the fact that West
,
Virginia has entirely separate statutes for dealing with conveptioiiãl oil and gas 'wells on the one

hand aId coal

bed methane wells on the other.

In constring the leases to give effect to the intent of the paries, the courtl objective is to

, '

insure that the paries' intent is c~ed out and that they receive what they batgained for. The

-cis convinceãt'EDC has received me benefit õTWliat it-sou!¥1fà:dò"ãtgained7õr"úiider
the leases, and that to now determine that it has the right to develop coalbed ga~ from the lessors'

coal seams would constitute an unintended accretion to EDCts rights under the ~ases.
,

In general, with respect to an oil and gas lease executed before the cørnencement of
coalbed methane development in West Virginia and before ivest Virginia law f,1rovided for such

development, the court concludes that the ,right to develop; coalbed methane r- involving as it
necessarily does the right to invade and to poten~ial1y i damage the 'coal; estate -- is not

, .
,

unambiguously granted by language leasing "all gas" or '~"a11 oil and gas.": Because of the
inherent association of coalbed methane with the coal estate, the paries' inthnt regarding the
12
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right to develop coalbed methane must be unambiguously clear. This condusIon works no
hardship on an oil and gas lessee who sought and secured the right to produce nøtural gas before
the commencement of commercial coal

.
.
i .

bed gas development in the State, and tnsures that both

the right to drill into the lessor's coal seams and the obligation to develop the: lessor's coalbed
methane are based on clearly expressed language rather th~ on an ambiguouS; and unintended
claim to that right.

Findings of Fact And Conclusions of Law
,

Findings of Fact
1. Ene is a Virgia corporation qualified to, do business in the State of West

Virginia. Although it has developed propertes in four otlier.states',-EnC pmnarly drills and
produces natural gas from wells in McDowell County, West Virgina (Tr. 13, 11').

~ j

2. Hall Mining Company is a West Virginia co;tporation engaged ~n the business of
acquirig real propert which it then leases for the development of coal, oil an~j gas and coalbed

im:lliam::. Il conùucts busInesi:-st Virginia and Virgìnf
3. GeoMet, Inc. is an Alabama corporation q~alified to conduct~business in West

Virginia engaged in the business of drlling for and developing coalbed methanè.

4. Coalbed methane is defied and described by reference to ;~oal and the coal

¡ .

horizons in land. It has historically been regarded in Wesf Virginia as a haz~rrd to coal miners
¡

and to coal mining operations and only recently recognzed r commercially projductive resource.
:

5. Coalbed methane is formed during "coa1í~cation" and is a 40nstituentof and
withi the coal in place. Unlike other compounds fo~ed with coal, coatbed methane can

r

13
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become separated ("desorbed") from the coal in place and migrate within and :beyond the coal
horizon.
6. Coalbed methane can become desorbed from tpe coal in place as ~l consequence of

the physical fracturing of the coaL. This occurs unavoidably Ìn the process of cqal mining and is
¡

done intentionally in the process of drllng into and "fra~ing" a coal seam ho stimulate the

production of coalbed methane.
7. The commercial production of coalbed methai!e from a coal seari requires that the

developer penetrate into and fracture the coal in place.
8. Before coalbed methane is desorbed from the coal with which it was fonned, it

may be characterized as either a liquid or as a gas, although-the charac¡terization is not

detenninative on the issue of the intent of the paries to an oil and gas lease rer,pecting the right
ofthe lessee to drill into the lessor's coal seams to produce ci:albed methane.
9. After coalbed methane is desorbed from the coal in place, coalibed methane is a

gas, ãIugI rëc.ógrzing co-al5ëefïnëThâñ-e'as ä gas is IicIt deteñnrIiatlvé on .tIe lssue the mtent òf
,

the paries to an oil and gas lease respecting the right of thr lessee to drll intcj the lessor's coal

seams to produce coalbed methane.

, '

10. On September 15, 1986, EDC entered into two oil and gas leas~s on two separate

. .

tracts located in Sandy River Distrct, McDowell Countyi West Virginia. the first lease, of.
record in the McDowell County Clerk's offce in Deed' Boo~ 387, page 179, relates to 300 acres,
r

more or less, known as the "Upper Slate Creek tract." ~The' second lease,; of record in the
McDowell County Clerk's offce in Deed Book 387, page 5p6; relates to 340 a;~res, more or Jess,

known as the "Lower Slate Creek tract." Hall Mining, tompany is a les~or of both tracts,
14
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". .

Additional lessors under the Upper Slate Creek Tract are five individuals, who ire' members of
the Moss family. Additional

lessors under the Lower Slate Creek Tract are 15 of.her individuals,

the HaraP family.

one in the capacity of trustee, who are members of

t

11. The leases at issue are identical in language except for the nam~s of the lessors
and the descriptions of the subject properties. The leases "lease, let and demisei.' to EDC "all of

the oil and gas and an of the constituents of eitherIn and under the land hereinafter described in

all possible productive fonnations therein and thereunder wit~.n the definition!and meanng of

the term (shallow well' as set forth and defied in Chapter l2, Aricle 7, Sectitin 2 of the West
Virginia Code, as amended, by the West Virgiia Legislatue.in 1986."

12. The leases in issue are not characterized or idtftifiable as coalbec: methane leases.
The leases do not use the terms coalbed methane, coalbed gas, gas from coal OJ! any comparble
terminology.
13. The 1986 leases do not state specifically thati the lessee has the -1ight to drll into

amI "liac" the Iti:::ui::' -c seams iO~1les~ors' coal seams. i:illeases contain
,

~.

no language addressing or ackno~ledging the operational fmpÍications for th(¡~ development of
the coal estate which could arse from the development of cO'~lbed methane, and; vice versa.

14. Paragraph 11 oftlie leases states that "the tent 'gas' as used her~:in denotes gas in

. .

its natual state as produced from the wen, including its contents of liquid hydrccarbons and their

Evais suggested that

constituept vapors, and all other gases." Although EDC wìtness Wiliam

the purpose of

coal, the cour is not

this definition was to clarfy that the leases were intended.to en~;ompass gas from

persuaded. The leases lack any other language indicatI.g that the pares

. .

contemplated either the production of gas from coal or the iIjP3:~t of coalbed m~thane production
.

15
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on the coal reserved to the lessors. Moreover, if the parties ~ad specifically intended to include

language to clarfy the inclusion of coalbed methane, far mdre'clear and direcUanguage could
have accomplished that end far more easily.

15. Paragraph 14 of the leases reql.Ires that the lessee provide the ¡lessors with an
available information, including electrc logs on each well ~ril1ed, with respeçt to coal seams
.'

encountered in the process of drilling wells. The paries to tp,e leases were exp~cìtly aware that

the lessors retained the coal in the properties and wished to receive infurmati~n respecting the
coal estate.

16. Viewed in their entirety, the leases contain no language that distiniguish them from
conventional oil and gas leases.

~.

17 . Wiliam Evans and Douglas Evans solicited the leases on beh¿ilf of the lessee,
..

EDe, and EDC prepared and submitted the initial draf ofthe leases to Hall MinIng for review.
..

. ¡

,

18. Counsel for Hall Minig, Hars Har, suggested revisiops which were
,

-ICõ-a into 1lhleases,' ã1ougn the record ooes not inëlcate tliãlìV. -iafrffä-er äny Tnput on
any provision of the leases at issue here.

19. EDC's counsel controlled the drafting process and prepared th~ final execution

drafs of the leases, as indicated by the fact that the leas~s as executed an~ recorded are on
,

stationar embossed with the name of the law firm that rep,resented EDC. ELje's legal counsel

~ith respect to the leases was Wiliam Evans' brother and!Douglas Evans' s~, Wayne Evans,

. .

and the law firm Wayne Evans was with at that time. Wayrc Evan did nDt testify at tra1.
20. In the oil and gas industr, language in an oil and gas lease leajing to the lessee

the right to develop "all gas" in the properties described ia cornonpHice. S~ch language was
;
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typical for EDC's oil and gas leases dating back to its inception, and its first oil' and gas lease
entered into in 1975 contained such language. Similar language is contained ln the two 1986

leases between EDC and the lessors at issue in this case.
21. As acknowledged by the testimony on behalf1of.EDC, the production of coalbed

methane from the properties described in the leases would require EDC (or any other developer
of the coalbed methane in those propertes) to fracture the coal
22. Fracturng a coal seam to stimulate the produttion of coalbed m~thane can cause

cracks in the strata above a coal seam and create a hazard to future coal mining (~perations and to

the coal miners engaged in such operations.
,

. .

23. West Virginia's Coalbed Methane law, w.vi Code § 22-21-1, st~., enacted Üi

1994, specifically recogizes that the fracing of a coal seam has ÙTplications f:::r the safety and

economics of future coal millng operations. That law req-aìrés as a precondition to granting a
~

coalbed methane well pemiit that the proposed well operatot demonstrate that it has obtained the

ëonsent 6f'ownëfOlï'cõãfanô oeIñonstrte mat tle proposea ëóáTëa rietnme-wer-wi
not diminish the safety of futue coal

mining operations or ;the recoverability öf the coaL W.Va

Code § 22-21-7, -13.

24. As acknowledged by EDC witness William Evans, to an oil andlgas lessee who is
.

either unaware of or indifferent to the commercial potentiaE of coalbed gas at the tie a lease is

, .'

entered into, the incln.sion of coalbed gas under the leasehond rights granted to; the lessee would
~

(

not constitute an economic inducement or motivation to the lessee for eI!tering ihto the lease.

17
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25. Coalbed methane has been known and recognized in McDowell County and
elsewhere in West Virginia as a hazard to coal miners andi coal mining open~tìons since coal

mining began in the State over one hundred years ago.
26. Oil, unlike coalbed methane, is not by definifion and geology aisociated with a

separate and distinct estate in land.

~ ~

27. At the tIme the leases in questIon were neg~tiated and drafted 1Ii: 1986: (1) No

coalbed methane wells had been drilled or permitted in Mcpowell County or !mywhere else In
West Virginia; (2) West Virginia law did not provide for or:contemplate the pejrmitting of wells
to be drilled into coal seams for the commercial production Øf coalbed methane~
(3) and coalbed
;

methane was generally recognzed in West Virgina ~d in McDowell t;ounty not as a
commercial resource but as a hazardous gas associated with 60al mining.

. -

28. At the time the leases were negotiated and ~xecuted in 1986, :EDC had drlled

. .

only conventional shallow natual gas wells. At that tim~, EDC had never 1drilled
a coalbed
,
ñieilañë \"iell,pemiìRecl£cõalbeáIÏethaIe wellûrtëstedlör the påteIi-Iai pIõdljctive"capaaiy 'of

a coal seam for the production of coalbed methane.
29. Since its inception in 1975 and continuJ~ to the present, ;EDC has drlled

approximately 150 wells, all ofwhIch are conventIonal shaqow natual gas wel~s. EDC has never
;

drilled or pennitted a coalbed methane well or conducted ~y well logs or te#s to evaluate the

~ ":

potential of the coal seams in its leaseholds for the produ?tion of coalbed mrthane. EDC has
never requested its geologists to advise it about the coalbed ~ethane potential df its leaseholds.
30.

; .

EDC did not produce any documents indicating that It has ever Jintended to drll a
~

coalbed methane welL.
18
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31. Under West Virginia law, both as it existed. in 1986 and con~nuously to the
present, wells permitted as shallow wells are tobe drilled thr9ugh coal seams to:produ~e natural
gas from gas-beanng fòrmations, Shallow wells are also reqpired by law to be .'''cased'' through
the coal horizons.
32. Wells to be drilled

into coal seams for the pu~ose of producing l:oalbed methane

are permitted under a separate article ofthe West Virginia C~de than ~e wells to be drlled into
gas-bearng formations situated below coal horizons. The provisions of W est ~firginia law that

, ,

provide for the permitting of wells to be drlled into coal seaJs for the commercjal production of

coalbed methane were first enacted by the West Virgina Legislature in 199.i. W.Va. Code
§ 22 - 21-1, et seQ.
33. Once a

, ,

borehole is drilled to a target conventi.~mal natural gas fo~mation, the most
,

though to reach the ta:rget formation to

opportune time to conduct tests on the coal seams drlled

determine the propertes and potential to capture the gas fr6m the coal seams !.S prior to casing

. .

tlllUUgli tlit: i;ual st:aiiïS as1Irei:ti,-y1ãW. -EDñ"as case~tlough 1I ëOã--~eans-in il-ÕÍrts

150 shallow wells without first testing to evaluate the p:otential of the coii.I seams for the
production of coalbed methane. EDC ran well logs to evaluate the gas produÌ;tIon potential of
conventional gas-bearg formations located above the targ~t formations of Its!weBs but not the

.potential of the coal horizons, even though Willam Ev~s stated that he ~!as aware of the

, i

commercial potential of coalbed methane and regarded it as çQvered by the leasi.rs.
34. In 1986, coalbed methane was recognzed as; a commercially_ptpducible resource

in states other than West Virginia and Virginia; and the U.f. Steel v. Hoge, su.pra, decision had
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been decided by the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania (in 1983), emphasizing l:he controversy

regarding the ownership of coalbed methane and the right to dbvelop coalbed methane,

. ¡ .'
;

35.

EDC's President Wiliam Evans testified that at the time the leases were

negotiated and executed in 1986, he was aware of the commtr~.ial potential of doalbed methane

i .

and was specifically aware of and familiar with the, U.S. St~el v. Hoge, supra ~iecision and the
fact that it created uncertainty about the right to develop. coalbed methane.
36. The first wells in West Virginia that commçrcially produced ~oalbed methane

were initially dnllednot to produce and market coalbed methane but as "vent h1J1es" to increase
miner

. ~ ':

safety and to reduce the hazard of coalbed methane in :conjunction with cÎJal minig. The

first well permitted specifically to capture coalbed methane was an experimentaà well in Raleigh

County in 1991. A well was permitted for commercial capt$-e of coalbed metlrne in Wyoming
County in 1992. The first well permitted in McDowell CO'unty to capture to ~oa1bed methane

occurred in 1996. The commercial development of coalbed:methane occurred ;in northern West
VìrgiIia., . during the same peIíod'aš ii occi.ëd" Ínthe' southërtpãT "of the siãte. .:

37. EDC's witness Wiliam Evans testified that' EDC intends tò drll a coaJbed
methane well in the ver near future, and that EDC owns;a very small inten~t in an existing

I ..

coalbed rnethane well drilled and operated by another entity~ However, EDC n~:ver provided any

.
.
.' ,
,
.

documentar evidence indicating that it has ever intended tødr1l a coalbed mjethane well. Nor
did EDC provide documentar evidence of its small minoritY interest in a coalhied methane well,
although the coalbed methane well in which EDC alleges t~ have an interest -J'as apparently not

drilled under a conventional oil and gas lease but pursuant to an explicit coaiild methane lease,
,

evidenced by a Memorandum of Coalbed Methane Lease w$ch is par of the rei:ord in this case.
20
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38. Parties to an oil and gas lease granting the lessee the right to produce :'all oil and
¡

i

gas'; have not by that language alone clearly expressed the ihtent and agreemeri to include the
development of coalbed methane within the lessee's drilling :rights. With resp~ct to an 011 and
gas lease entered into in West Virginia prior to the development of coalbed methane in the State,

the court finds that it is reasonable and appropriate to presUme, subject to reb,i.ttal,
the absent
:
language in the lease clearly expressing the right to develop çoalbed methane th,b paries did not
contemplate, intend'or agree that the lessee would have that ri~ht.
;

39. Wiliam Evans was generally aware of the development of coa~bed methane in
the U.S. Stl:el v. Hoge decisioh.

other states in 1986, and was at that time aware of

39. At the time of negotiation and execution of the leašes, EDC ¡was in the best

position to insure that the leases were explicit with respect to EDC's ~l1ing rights and
obligations und,?r the leases.
40. At the time of negotiation and execution oCthe leases betweeik the lessors and

under tfie' tennš" õf llë reases was" not

EI, -m inclusion or exclusion ot coalbeiI methane .

"a

. .

motivating factor or incentive to EDC in soliciting and entering into those leasea.
l'

41. The record contains no credible evidence that: Dale Hanon, a le3sor under one of

the leases, was aware of the commercial development of coalbed gas in ;1986 or that he

contemplated or intended for the leases to grant that right to $DC.

42. The record contains no credible evidence that C. Henr Hanant Dale Haran or

any of the lessors to the 1986 leases intended, contemplate~ or agreed that ~Dit would have the
right and obligation to develop coalbed gas from the lessors';coal seams.
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43. At the time the leases were negotiated and executed in 1986, the Hessors did not

have plans to lease or develop the Goal located in the tracts dèscribed in the leas~~s, but held the

, .

coal for possible funire development.

44. The lessors entered into two Coalbed Methane Leases dated AuguSt 15, 2001 with

GeoMet, as lessee, granting GeoMet the right to extract coalbed methane only; from the same

tracts as described in the leases between the lessors and Ebc. Those leasesistate expressly
GeoMet's right to extract coalbed methane. Those leas~s also set forth ~xplicit drlling

requirements that GeoMet must develop at least two wells withn three years under each lease,
and contain language that specifically addresses the rights of GeoMet as the dev~oper of coalbed

methane in relation to the development of the coal withn the tracts described in those leases.

Conclusions of Law :
1. Coalbed methane is inherently associated with;coal, coal seams aJd the coal estate
the gas estate.

in land. Coalbed methane is not unambiguously par of

T Under Ui T9E01e-ašés, "E-waS granteanomterest or-ñgs l~dfië ëõäl or ffe
the

coal estate of the lessors. The lessors retained exclusive right, dominion and !control over

coal in place and the coal estate in the propertes described, 'including the right !lO mine, lease or

convey the right to mine the coal seams located in those properties.
¡

3. Partes to an oil and gas lease may express their intention and ag,reemerit to grant

the lessee the right to develop the coalbed methane in th~ lessor's coal sears by,

employing

language that unambiguously expresses that coalbed me~~e is include:d within the lessee's
rights and obligations.
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4. An oil and gas lease is generally to be construeq strictly agaInst thel li:ssee. Marin
,

,
.
J ;

V. Consol. Coal & Oil Corp., 101 W. Va. 721, 133 S.E. 62G, 628 (1926) ("It \8 a recognized
doctrine of this court

that oil and gas leases generally are to b¿ constred lìberal)f in favor of

the

lessor and strictly against the lessee."); UnÌted Fuel Gas CO. V. .Cabot, 96 W. Va. 387, 122 S.E.

922, 925 (1924) ("Oil and gas leases are construed most stróngly againt those !who solicit and
prepare them.").

5. EDC solicited the 1986 leases at issue in tl~ case and prepare4 , the initial and
final documents. If EDC intended for the leases to include coalbed methane w~th its drilling
.,

rights and obligations, it was in the best position to insure that the leases ;were clear and

unambiguous in that regard.
the date of

6. The leases will be constred as of

their execution. O~'esta v. Romano

Bros., SyL Pt. 2, 137 W. Va. 633, 73 S.E.2d 622 (1952).
7. The question of whether ambigUity exists in an instrent is a qi,iestion of law to

. .

De âeddedÕY më coil. . -ueTëyCOi P\ -s:i v. -"Vo -cåm, 152 ;vv. va:. 23, IbL
S.E.2d 189 (1968), Fraternal Order of

Police v. City ofFaimiont, 196 W. Va. 97, 468 S.E.2d 712
-'

(

(1996). ("Courts sometimes may ponder extrnsic evidence :to determine whetler an apparently
clear term actually is uncertai.").

8. Latent ambiguity, which does not appear upon the face of the dÍ)cument, may be

. -

created by intrnsic facts or extraneous evidence. Kopf v. Lac.ey, 208 W. Va.j307,540 S.E.2d
170, 175 (2000); Bell v. Wayne Gas Co., Syl. Pt. 2, 116 W. Va. 280, 181 S_.E. d09 (1935) ("Oral

testimony of the general usages of the gas business, which .:must have been in!the minds of the
,

paries at the time of entering into the contract, is admissibl~ to explain an ambiguity in a.wrtten
23
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..-

contract for the purchase of gas, whether the ambiguity be latent or patent."); Bei~;her v. Bi,g Four

Coal & Coke Co., Syl., 68 W.Va. 716, 70 S.B. 712 (1911) ("~arol evidence is aiivays admissible
to exp lain latent ambiguities in a written instrument.").
9. In the subject leases, lessors leases, let and demised to the le~see the right to
~

develop "all oil and gas" in certain formations, but did not grant lessee rights 1:0 or in the coal
estate retained by the lessors and did not unambiguously st~te or indicate that ~:he lessee would
have the right to extract coalbed methane from the lessors' c~ai seams. EDC's qlai of

. .
. .

the right

.

to invade and to potentially damage the lessors' coal seams to extract coalbed riiethane conflicts
with the lessors' retention of

the coal estate.

10. An oil and gas lease entered into before any ~conuercial coalb~d methane wells
had been permitted and drilled in West Virgìrùa and before West Virgirùa l~w contemplated

: ~
. .

coalbed methane development which leased to the lessee II all oil and; gas" does not
unambiguously grant the lessee the right to drill into the lcssor's coal seams to: produce coalbed

methane. Because-- eoãib-ed m~thane is UÌa~¿-idabiy n~š.~cì~t~d 'with ~o~ì and is not'
unambiguously par of the gas estate and since the leases were executed be!ore any coalbed
methane development had commenced in West Virginia, thè 1986 leases are l~tently ambiguous
;

on the issue of whether they granted EDC the right to drll into lessors' coal ¡seams to develop

. .

coalbed methane.

- ¡

11. An oil and gas lease entered into before an~ commercial coal~ed methane wells
had been permitted and drlled in West Virginia and befor~ West Virgi!la laV'( provided for the
¡

drillng and fracing of coal seams to extract and market coalbed gas does not g1ve the oil and gas

~.

lessee the right to produce gas from coal seams retai~ed' by the lessor,; absent language
24
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,

specifically providing for or clearly indicating the intention of the parties to allow for that right.
12. The references in the leases to the term' "shallow well" 8~d to "possible
productive fonnations" are also ambiguous. West Virginia ~aw in 1986 did ndt provide for or
contemplate the drllng of commercial coalbed methane wells and required that d.1il and gas wells

to be cased throu,gh the coal seams (V. Va. Code § 22B-1-18, currently W. VíL~ Code § 2-6-18)

and thus did not regard "shallow wells" as coalbed methanè wells and did n~~ recogne coal
honzons as possible productive formations.

13. The law must be read into and with a contract. Carleton Mining)& Power Co. v.

West Virginia N. R.R. Co., 106 W. Va. 126, 145 S.E. 42, 45 (1928). When telying upon the

\ ,

statutory law to construe a lease, "statutes which relate to the same subject matt~~r should be read

and applied together so that the Legislature's intention canjbe gathered from khe whole of the

enactments." Rollyson v. Jordan,S 18 S.E. 2d 372,378 (1999).

14. The language contained in the 1986 leas:es is similar to :the language in
conveIÚrõü'al 011 åncf gaS TèãSëš eièc~ied by" EDE -á' deêadë ë~iíer. Ãïthoül~h' the plaintiffs'
testimony about when EDC first learned of the existenc~ and commercial' :;va1ue of coalbed

methane was inconsistent, the testiony of Willam Evan:índicates that 197~; was the earliest

~ . ~,

time that EDC would have detennined that coalbed meilane;conld be commercì~iiy developed.

.

15. The conduct of paries durng the years subs~uent to execution tof the leases may
be examined to ascertai the intention of the paries regardipg the inclusion o~ coalbed methane

in the leases. West Virginia cours have repeatedly applied the doctrie"ofpra4tical constrction

~
.:
~ ~

to oil and gas leases. Hays and Co. v. Ancw Oil & Gas Co.';186 W. Va. 153, 155-56,411 S.E.2d
478, 480-81 (1991) (reversing grant of summar judgment and noting practid.,:H constrction is

25
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..... .~

proper for use to construe ambiguities in an oil and gas lease); John D. Stump & ;Assocs., Inc. v.

. .

Cunningham Mem'l Park, Inc., Syl. Pt. 7, 187 W. Va. 4381419, S.E.2d 699 Ki992); Kelley,

Gidley, Blair & Wolfe, Inc. v. City of Parkersburg, 190 W. ya. 406, 409, 438 ~:.E.2d586, 589 .
(1993).

i ..
16. The conduct of EDC does not indicate that EpC regarded its di11ing rights and

obligations under the leases to extend to coalbed methane andjis inconsistent witH its claim of the
right to develop the coalbed methane in the tracts described inithe leases.
17. All provisions in a mineral lease must be considered when deten:unig the intent

of

the.

parties. Maret v. Watson, SyL Para. 2, 106 W. Va. 429, 145 S.E. 744 (1~28). Every par
;

of a lease must be considered in anving at the intention of the paries. United ~uei Gas Co. v.
Cabot, et aI., 96 W. Va. 387, 122 S.E. 922 (1924).

. ,

18. The leases contain no language conferrg I.pnn the lessee thci .right -- or the
tin their entirety,
obligation -- to drill into the lessors' coal to develop coalbe4 methane. Viewed
¡

the leáses aré 'cönventwIial oil änd gas fêases,' ãncI were ñòt irtteÍded tò confer up!on the iësšee the

right to develop coalbed methane.
i 9. Under the leases, EDC intended to secure $d the lessors intehded to grant to

. .

EDC the right to produce all gas above shallow well depth not associated with ;the lessors' coal,
but the paries to the leases did not intend to and did not gr~t EDC the right to/produce coalbed

gas from the lessors' coal seams.

20. EDC as the lessee under the leases has receiyed the benefit of ,¡v.hat it bargained

. ,

for, and to now grant it the right to drill for and produce ~oalbed methane wt¡mld give EDC a
right it did not seek, solicit or secure.
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., ,
21. The lessors had full right and authority to enter into the August 1~, 2001 coalbed
methane leases with GeoMet, and under those leases GeoM~t has the full and~ unencumbered

right to develop coalbed methane from the lessors' properties, subject to the.:terrs of those
leases.

ORDER

. .

Accordingly, EDC's request for an Order declarng: that, under the teÌms of the two
September is, 1986 leases at issue in this c~e, EDC has the r.~ht to drll in theicoal formations
on the properties in question and

produce natural gas therefrom, including coai,bed methane is

hereby DENIED, and that ths legal action is hereby DISMISSED, with prejudîc~.

It is further ORDERED, declared and decreed that under the two CJ)albed Methane.
Leases between defendants in this case as lessors and the rlefendant GeoMd as lessee dated
August 15, 2001, GeoMet has the exclusive right to develop Goalbed methane frdm the properties
described Ín those Coalbed Methane Leases; and, fuher, that those Coalbed Melthane Leases are

valid' ard enfo¡'ceable in 'äccórdaÍëe-witl théh'i:ëmis:'

The Clerk is directed to mail copies oftms Order to:

Thomas McJunn, Esquire,
Jackson & Kelly,
P. O. Box 553
Charleston, West Virginia 25322

Donald R. Johnson, Esquire,
Crossing
Sugar Loaf
1950 Electrc Road
Roanoke, Virgia 24018

Dany W. Bare, Esquire, .

93 Wyoming Street, Suite 20T

Welch, West Virginia 24801
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Kevin P. Oddo, Esquire,
Flippin, Densmore, Morse, Rutnerford & Jessee,
1800 First Union Tower
Drawer 1200

Roanoke, Virginia 24006

ENTER this Order the 19th day of June, 2002.

~ ~.
'~ ~ 'L~/

.R-~~~'lI, ;..GE
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